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CDLUMBIA

COLLEGE
Columbia student stabbed
n ear calli pus b u i I din g
ByMarthaE. Hernandez
News Edilcr

Homeless holiday feast in. Hokin
By Gina Dowden
S/aft Pho.., ........

More than ISO homeless people
feasted on a ttaditional Thanksgiv-

ing dinner- in the Hokin Center.
wilil assistance from and sponsorship by the Chronic", the Student
Life lind Development Center and
area businesses. Over 50 Columbia
.College·students lind faculty volunteered their time to serve the food.
. Columbia College invited ISO
homeless people from the Pacific
Garden Mission.
Many other homeless individuals
living in the parts and on neighbor.
ing streets in liIe South Loopdid not
receive invitations, due to the prob·
lem of "effectively getting them
ou~ " said Mark Kelly, acting dean
of students.
"I was glad to do it and would do
it again," ""plained Peter Spanos,
owner of the Surf Restauran~ one
of the ten local businesses that
donated food.

Gina. proprietor of GeorGina's
Subs, volunteered to make a green
pepper Sluffmg for the meal." If I

would have known that more
Columbia students were attending.
I would have done more," she said.
Along with the local businesses,

a large amount of food was donated

by Columbia students and faculty.
Everything needed for the ttadi-

lional meal was present except for
some basic neCessities such as
cups, ice and can openers. This lack
of organization caused five volun·
reers to leave the dinner at the last
minute in search of these items.
The serving of the food was efficient because it was organized in a

way that made sure everyone was
fed.

The numerous volunteers fixed
plates for those who could not help
themselves, served seconds and
even wrapped food for people to eat
I later. Most of the volunteers were
exceptionally helpful, while some
stood close to the wall looking
overwhelmed and 10SL
As the crowds subsided, volunteers had liIe chance to enjoy the
plentiful amount of food that was
left.
It was observed that a few nonparticipating students helped
themselves to the free meal.
'This dinner represents Colum·
biaSludents' good will lind concern
for the community:' said Mark
Kelly. "It is times like this when we
get to see these individuals as
people, instead of just homeless."

1st District Sergeant, Michael
Flynn told the Chronicle that the
Slate Attorney's office was contacted and that Ce zares was
charged with a felony.
'The State Attorney was on the
scene yesterday (Dec. 1) which included interviews of the witnesses.
the arresting officer and the offender. Mter the interviews, the
State s Attorney approv ed the
felony charge of aggravated bat·
tery." said Flynn.
According to one of Azim 's
aunts, the family plans to press
charges against Cezares .
Cezares was taken to the county
jail, where he appeared in front of
ajudgc on Dec. 3. There,liIejudge
set bond for the defendant. After
several calls to the County Jail, the
Chronicle was left unable to verify
told him that Cezares wa s a
if Cezares had been released, but
"psychotic kid," who had been
according to Sergeant Flynn, bonds
"locked up a couple of times."
The motive for the Slabbing is are set and usually paid soon after.
According to Azim, one of his
unknown, but Erovosl/ Executive
Vice Presiden~ .Ben Gall said that friends who was walking to the 600
it seemed "to be a personal matter." S. underground cafe to "hang out"
with him was alledgedly attacked.
He also stated thatlile sehool was
However, he wasn told by Assoc.
very concerned for both students
Dean of Student Affairs, John
and will not take action until the
Moore not to speak. to anyone, inmotive is established. Gall added cluding the Chronicle. Moore was
that there was going to be a full contacted by the Chronicle, but he
investigation by the administration was not available for comment.
in order to find out if the stabbing
Azim said he was feeling better
was self-defense or not.
and expecl~ to be released from the
Martha Mageen-Linehan, direc· hospital if' a week.
tor of administrative services was
the first to notify Azim's parents.
"Martha Mageen called us, but
See this week's editorial pages
we didn't know what happened ." for President Duffs comments
said Mrs. Azim in an exclusive interview with the Chronicle. Mr. regarding this stabbing incident
Azim said thet the police told him
Also, Columbia student Darryl
Jackson suggests that from this
there appeared to have been two stabbing, Columbia should
fights at Columbia that day and that
his son was in the wrong place at L-re_v_ie_w_its_scc_un_·_ty_._-_P_ag_e_8_._..J

A fight between two Columbia
students last week ended in a brutal
stabbing.
Shad Azim, a 19 year..,ld fresh·
man, and Alfonso Ce zares, 23,
were arguing on Dec. 1 outside of
the 600 S. Michigan building, near
the Harrison hotel. Shortly aftcr
the quarrel broke out, Azim was on
the ground-stabbed in the throat
"They were arguing, and then
. they started punching each other,
and then one of the guys pulled out
a knife and stabbed the other one in
the left side of his neck," said Der·
rick Prince. 22, a broadcast
journalism student.
Azim was taken to NorthWestern Memorial Hospital were
he was rushed into emergency
surgery.
During a phone interview with
Azim on Dec. 3, he told the
Chronicle that there was no argumenL "It wasn't an argumenL It
was a random attack of violence. I
didn't know him," said Azim.
After the stabbing, Azim was
taken to Northwestern Memorial
Hospital where he was rushed into
emergency surgery.
Police officers from the 1st district showed up at the scene within
minutes of the stabbing, but when
they got there Cezares had already
fled. The police then asked students
who had wiblessed the wbole confrontation to accompany them into
the 600 S. Michigan building to
identify the alleged assailant.
Cezares was found in the second
floor stairway and was taken into
custody.
According to Azim, the police the wrong time.

Food drive continues
By Bethany Geisler

lccted by Columbia College will be
given directly to the Greater
Chicago Food Depository, the
Columbia College's Student Life country's largest food bank.
and Development Center is hosting GCFD is a non-for-profitorganizaa food drive for the homeless.
tion that distributes food to 530
Volunteers from Student Life member agencies, that include
and the Recreation Center as well pantries, soup kitchens, day-care
as several Columbia students have centers and senior citizen
been working to help the hungry. programs.
They held a Thanksgiving dinner
Ing·rid Kromer, the adminisU'3on November 24 and Columbia's tive assislant for Student Life and
food drive is still accepting cash Development. says she doesn' t exdonations and non-perishable food pect students to leave large cash
items. According 10 SLD, for every donations because of the fact that
dollar donated, seven pounds of they are students, but she is placin~
food can be distributed: that is Drive
enough for fi ve nutritionally
Seepage 3
balanced meals. All donations col-

staff Wril"

The holidays are here .. and the Chronicle has a special tteat for its
readers. In the middle of this paper is an eighli'88e Holiday Supplement

(Fro?, L) Provost and EIecutive V_President Bert GaD (al podium), Fint Ward Alderman Ted MJIZOIa,
~I John Dull", Director of Residence Ufe Marie Kenney, Chalnnan of !be Board of ThIstees Alton
Hams and Columbia studenl 1Yrone Green were presenl for !be opening oflbe Columbia College Residenu
Caller.
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The BUZZ
By Matt Kurten
Ertcutiw Editor

Shon and sweet is the theme for this week's BUZZ. Ycs, I'm back
from Cancun physically. but my mental and emotional state is still

"

baskingon a whilc-sand-bcach in 90dcgrcc heat with no clothes on. But,
the show must go on.
Recently, the Columbln College Marketing Club held elections to fiJI
al l of its positions for officers and I'd like to run through all of the
dis tinguished people thatean now add this to their portfolios. President:
Benita Hollenberg, VP: Shanese Pickett, Co-VPs of.Programming:

'"

Laura Caplan and Ryan Simas; Co-VPs of Communications and

[::

Markeling: Shelly Zaper and Jamison Starks, VP of Finance and
S.O.C. Rep.: George Palntine and VP of Membership: Chogie M .
Lee-Change. There. Take a bow and don '( ask them any favors. they
spent their last cents (sense'!) polling for these positions. Congrats to all.

The results arc in for theStudentOrganilAtions Council elections for
the 93·94 school year. Chairperson: James Cunningham rTVAS and
Science and Math); Vice Chairperson: Chris Taylor (Columbia
Fashion Association): the position of secretary is still pending. Bravo,
folks: let's make a difference.
Columbia's Love Enlfght'ment Gospel Choir recently received two
SUPERIOR evaluations and one EXCELLENT evaluation for their
performance in the National Black 'Gospel College Choir Workshop in
Atlanta, Georgia. Good luck for the future.
The calendar cal l ...
Faculty member Margaret Sullivan will be signing copies of her
newest humoro us, se mi-a utobiographical book entitled "Kitchen
Angst" Gust in time for gift-giving). Ms. Sullivan's book offers recipes
designed to reduce urban-induced stress, sounds perfect for the citydweller. This will all take place on Wed., Dec. 8. at noon in the Columbia
CoJlege Bookstore, 624 S. Michigan.
The I nlerdisciplinary A rts Education Department is proudly presenting a guest lecture by Yolanda Saul, "The Art and the Self-Taught
Artist." Saul is the curator and former owner of Yolanda Gallery. She
will be sharing her expertise of art collections in museums and galleries
and discussing how collectors started their collections. She will also talk
about her upcoming pilot program with the Chicago Park District and
TheCenterforSe/!-TaughtArt. Yolanda and I urge you to attend, since
the event is free and open to the public. All the beuer so you can save
for your art collection. Where, you ask? Room 1005, 623 S. Wabash, at
6:30 p.m. on Dec. 9.
. . .
The Doug Elkins Dance Company is commg to Columbia VIa, The
Dance Center o/Columbia College, 4730 N. Sheridan Rd. The company will be here for three shows, Dec. 9-1 I. New York ehorcogra~her
and artistic director, Doug Elkins will be combining street dancmg,
athletics, and modem dance 10 the tune of issues such as gender. race
and politics. All performances begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $ 12 for Thurs ..
Dec. 9, $ 14 for Doc. 10, and $15 for Doc. I J. Call (3 12) 271-7928 for
more info.
The Columbia College New Studio Theater, 72 E. I I th St., is present·
ing Road Song, a musical about a young man 's c~oss -.co~ntry adventures
and encounters with bizarre characters. The musical IS directed by Doug
Lofstrom. This will take place Dec. 10-19. Times vary so call (312)
663-9465 for ticket prices and show times.
On Dec. 10, The Columbia College Art Gallery is holding an opening
reception and holiday sale from 5-7 p.m. This is all happening 10 promote
the opening of a new exhibit entitled Baubles, Bangles and Beads:
Contemporary Wearable Art. The collection features work of local
artists and includes pins made from found objects, old photos and
geometric sterling silver with gem stones. The exh ibit opens Mon., Dec.
J3 and continues until Feb. 4, 1994. The gallery is located at 72 E. II th
St.and is open Mon.· Fri .. 10 a.m. -4 p.m. Call (312) 663·5554 for every
pertinent thing.
Corrcction: The last issue of the Chronicle listed an event sponsored
by the Career Planning and Placement Office titled .S~mething For
Fine Artists. Well, this event has been cancelled and m Its place I am
announcing a panel disussion for Graphic Designers, Advertising Ar~
tists and Illustrators from 2 - 4 p.m. on Dec. 14. in the Hokin Theater.
Well kids. that's all from the mastermind of the BUZZ. I think that' s
enough to kccp all of you do-nothings out there busy until ~ext time. If
you're hard-up for something to do, quit sitting around pokmg yourself
with a steak knife and get introspective. It is these people that can truly
figure ou t who they arc. BE YOU. amigos. I say this for a reason; think
abou t it. Ad ios.

Ever Get Somebody Totol~ Wasted!
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Number ofTB cases are on the rise again, while the number oractua. deaths are at a standstill.

New strains of TB resist treatment
By Tony Scianna
Copy Editor

Researchers report a nationwide
increase in the number of people
infected with tuberculosis, the
leading killer among infectious disease worldwide.
However. with the resurgence of
TB comes a deadly twist, as new
suains of the discaseappear thatare
immune to antibiotic trcaUnent.
Multi-drug resistant tuberculosis, or MDR-TB, generally
affects people with compromised
immune systems, such as the poor,
the homeless or HIV patients. The
new strains also occur in prisons
and shelters, where the disease is
easily spread among closequartered inmates or residents.
"Cases of multi-drug resistant
tuberculosis are on the rise in every
urban area in the U.S .... said Tim
Hadac, spokesman for the Chicago
Department of Health. "In 1992,
19 cases appeared in Chicago.
That's up from four cases in 1989
when we were beginning to see the
effects of the new strains."
Tuberculosis is a bacterial infection that usually strikes the lungs of
its victims, but can affcctany organ
of the body. Those with TB experience pain, wei.8ht lo ss,
coughing and weakness, as the disease eats away lung tissue.
Patients take on a pasty, deathlike pallor. which prompted 17th
century author, John Bunyan, to
label the disorder, "Captain of all
these men of Death. to
The contagious disease is spread
when a TB-infectcd person releases
bacteria into the air by coughing or
sneezing. The organism remains
airborne for as long as several
hours, greatly increasing the chances of infec ting an unsuspected
person who inhales the bacteria.
Immune sys tems of healthy
people attack tuberculosis by dis-

patching numerou s ce ll s that medication or stopped taking the
enclose the invader in capsules antibiotics prescribed for them.,"
called tubercles. As long as the said Dr. Peter Small, researcher
bacteria remain contained, the dis- with the Howard Hughes Medical _
ease can't harm its host or become Institute at Stanford. "We now see
contagious to others.
that in some cases, patients arc
For those who cannot fight off the cured of drug sensitive TB and then
contagion, physicians prescribe a are reinfcctcd with a drug resistant
version.
group of bacteria-hunting drugs.
" Several different antibiotics are . "MDR-TB strains are very difused to combat TB ," said Dr. ficult to treal Despite long-tenn
Robert Citron berg of the Depart- antibiotic therapy, success rates are
ment of Infectious Disease at only about 50 percent."
Small, who lead arecent study on
Rush-Presbyterian - S1. Luxe's
Medical Center. "The first drug MDR-TB, published his fmdings in
kills some bacteria and the remain~ the April 22 issue of The New
ing TB is destroyed by subsequent England Journal of Medicine.
treatments."
Earlier this year, in an attempt to
However, in some cases, neither prevent new multi-drug resistant
immune systems or drug therapies suains from developing and to haIt
prove adequate in combating the the growing rate of TB in general,
disease.
the New York City Health Care
"Nine out of IO people with nor- Department created IstrictJ r:egula~
mal immune systems, who are tions that require TB patients to be
exposed 10 TB, are able to control detained if they fail to complete
the disorder," said Citronbcrg.· treatment.forJt/le disease. 'I JIf'fl
"However, if someone develops an
Although walking a fme-Iine be- : i
MDR strain of the disease, they ean tween civil libenies' and public
die due tb1iack of effective treat- protection. th e laws provide
ment. MDR-TB poses a significant patients with a city-appoin~d
public health threat for everyone." lawyer and the ability to appeal
Citronberg notes that health care their detention in court.
The city health commissioner
workers and prison employees who
attend to TB patients arc especially must obtain a court order within
two months of the detention or
at risk.
According to the Centers for Dis- within five days of a patient's reease Control, the number of TB quest for release. TIle official must
cases has risen steadily over the last return to court every three months
seven years. The latest figures to prove a need for the order.
New York City leads the nation
show 26,283 cases in 1991 , up from
in active cases of TB with 3,700
22,255 in 1984.
The CDC estimates that IO mil- occurring annually.
Boston and Denver alreadY,have
lion Americans carry the TB
bacteria, a million of whom will similar epidemic-preventing laws
develop the disease and become regarding TB, a disease that takes
anywhere from six months to two
contagious.
Physicians cite several causes for years to treat.
" It's scary," said Dr. Donald
the new fonn ofTB.
"We've known that those with Kapanoff, associate director of the
tuberculosis develop a drug resis- CDC tuberculosis division. "It's
tant s train because they were out of control in certain parts of the
. '_misd iagnosed, received the wrong country; no doubt about it"

COLUMBIA COLLEGE FORUM
TUESDA~ DECEMBER 14
11:00 A.M.
HOKINHALL
'-Theme:
Social conditions that have created the hunger and homeless
crisis.
'-Speaker:
John Pfeiffer, Executive Director community Emergency
Shelter Organization

fRlfNOS DON'l
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Sponsored by:
Student Life and Development Office
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£rom page 1

So you've found the perfect apartmenL Bravo. You have your flnt
month's rent and a month's security deposit ready to be delivered to your
new best friend, the landlord. Things are kickin' and you're happy.
Except you might have forgotten a very important factCf' in this scenario.
For those who do not have their own cars, (I didn't for my flfSt ~vc
apartments) you might want to read on for future reference. For dIOse
who do drive and need parking, this information might be helpful.
Parking in this city is a bilCh-a bear-a huge drag. As far as , have
experienced, your apartment has to border a suburb in order to get safe,
relatively c108e-to-your-destination parking.
Or, if you don't mind, and your life means nothing to you, you can
park in that darIc alley, fifteen blocks away from your ~partmen~ and
walk. in the mild winter evenings, oh so common to ChlcagOland. So,
what's decent parking worth to you? Did' hear a sigh? What made you
dtin!< that this was a parking issue? This, like most dtings, is a money

issue.
Most students I have talked to either live in two, four or six-flats. or
they live with their parents, which for me just ~asn't an optio~. F?cthe
few who might live in a mid- to low-rise, there IS usually parking mthe
building. Because bigger apartment buildings rend to be more expensIve,
the charge for parking can range anywhere from $50-S2OOImonth. , rend
to dtink that if a student can afford a more expensive apartmen~ they
can afford the parking.
For those who live less expensively, (I will avoid the word "cheap")
in the neighborhoods where the apartments are cool, but street parking
.
is absolurely unauainable, there are a few thing~ you can d~.
FilS~ make sure you ask your landlord If there IS any parking avwlable
before you sign the lease. He has no idea if you. h8V~ a car or not. He
might have a space for rent that you can negouare In the lease. If he
doesn't have parking, (i.e, a garage, or deslgnaled space In b.ack of the
building) you might want to ask if he knows of any parking In the
neighborhood: landlords usually manage more than one building in the
vicinity. and are informed of specific availabilities surrounding the area.
Secondly, depending on your neighborhood, you can choose an outdoor parking I~ or a healed, indoor 10L You can pay a monthlr fee or
a daily cash amount Monthly parking is usually less expensIve and
e1iminares the need for ready cash-on-hand whenever you pick up the
car. Both of these options can still add signiflC8lldy to your monthly
budge~ but can provide the necessary peace of mind not found when you
park that car of youlS beside that hydran~ HOPING TIm FRONT END
HIDES IT ENOUGH FROM TIm METER MAID. IT NEVER DOESI
Think about ic If you get three tickets a month, (if you 're that llH<IOO
you've paid for parking most places in the city.
.
.
Finally, yoil can do what"! did. I walked around my. neIghborhood, In
the alleys and down quiet side streets looking for parking-for-rent signs.
Many times, homeowners and landlords will rent spaces ~ their garages
or alleys at a discounled prioe. You simply need the renaclty to fmd that
parking spaoe, knock on a few doors, ask some questions. Afte~two days
of lOOking, , got an alley space for S50/month. , hve m Wngleyvllle.
This is an excellent deal. And if you don't believe me, try to find a
parking space in the summer, and I'll see you at about the fifth inning.

READ
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canisters in the Hokin Cen'ter and
the Underground Cafe for spare
change from coffee purchases and
such. Every bit helps; if you wish
to make a monetary donation, cash,
checks and money orders are being
accepted, The lauer two should be
made payable to: the Greater
Chicago Food Depository.
Ar.other bonus implemented to
encourage student participation is
"Food for Fines," Patrons with
overdue books and late fees can
bring in a non-perishable food item
in place of their fine, The library is
accepting "one food item for each
overdue book/fine." The "Food for
Fines" drive does not apply to lost
book billings or processing fces.
Suggesled needed items are high
protein canned goods, such as
meats, poUltry, fish, tuna, soups,
stews, fruits, vegetables, pastas and
peanut butter, dry goods and mixes,
such as powdered milk, coffoe, tea,
hot or cold cereals, soups, gelatin,
rice, flour, sugar and mixes requiring only the add ition of water.
Glass conrainers will not be acoepled.
The drive bega n Monday,
November 29, and will continue
through December 10. There are
cardboard boxes decorated like
Christmas gifts placed on the main
floolS of: 600 South Michigan, 624
South Michigan, 623 South
Wabash, the 11th Street campus,
the Residence Hall and the Dance
Center.
The Greater Chicago Food
Depository also needs volunreers to
repacksge the food. The date for
groups of Columbia volunteers to
work three-hour-shifts at the
depository, checking and repackaging, has been set for December
18. They are encouraging students
to sign up in the lobby of the
Wabash building during the food
drive on the flyer that displays its
details and sign-up sheet.
According to the GCFD, "city
statistics indicate 80,000 people
were without homes in 1992 ."
They added, "More than one million people in Cook County rely on
soup kitchens, pantries or shelter
for food at least onoe during the
year." This is the second year
Columbia has worked with the
community to organize food for the
hungry.

Free job search workshops
Grisel Y. Acosta
St4/Wn'ftr

Columbia College's Career Planning and Placement Office is
offering free infonnation on how to
get work in its series of workshops
tided,"The Business of Getting a
Job," According to Jan Grekoff,
director of the Career Planning and
Placement Office, the purpose of
the workshops is to educate students on job searching so that they
will be more ready when they
graduare.
There are four different types of
workshops offered:
Job Research, Resume and Cover
Leller Writing, Interviewing
TechnIques, and Freewncing.
"The Freelancing Workshop
gives the student an ovecview of
what freelancing is like and helps
him/her decide if it is what they
want," according to Career AdPaula
Eubanks.
visor,
Interviewing Techniques covers
the different ways to handle the
interview situation. Job Research
gives generic information as to

how to get infonnation about a particular field.
This is the second year that the
workshops have been held. The
attendance tends to be low, which
may be due to lack of advertising.
Eubanks says that the workshops
wen:: rarely publicized last year.
This year, newsletters weee sent
to the journalism and marketing offices. but the numbers have
remained low, despite the fact that
no fee is charged for the infonnation.
The success of the workshops is
determined by evaluations that are
given at the end of the session or
placed in the Resource Center, accord ing to Jan Grekoff. She
explains that if the sludent finds the
workshop helpful, then it is a success. The purpose is not to get the
student a job, it is to help the student learn how to get one.
Career Advisor Tim Long adds
that other colleges and universities
have placement offices that actually "place" students in jobs, but
many of the of the careetS that are
taught at Columbia don't work that

way.
Someschoolscan hook upa young
lawyer with a [IrIII, but thaI can't be
done when a photographer needs a
portfolio or a journalist need clips.
Long offers his essay entitled,
The Art 01 Freelancing to all Sludents in the Freelanc;ng
Workshop. It will also be found in
the Placement Office. The essay
covers everything one may encounter when pursuing a career as
a freelancer. The essay will be
available in about three weeks.
The cost of the workshops is min-

I

Al Parker
Who he is:
AI Parker is the chairpelSOn of the Radio/Sound departmenL He was
born and raised on the "old west side" of Chicago. A veteran of the
U.S. Air Force in World War n, he has been married to the "lovely"
Jeanne Yager since 1948 and they are the parents of three grown
children. Parker and Yager met when he was a part-time instructor nnd
she was a 19 ycar-old assistant librarian at Columbia. He has worked
professionally on WIND and WJJD radio and has done many wellknown radio and television commercials, He was recruited by
Columbia College in 1946 and taught other veterans of World War n
a "Radio and Broadcasting" class wich was combined with everythmg
and anything a person would do on radio. He taught a couple of classes
a week while working as a professional broadcaster. Parker says he has
been with Columbia longer than anyone else and helped to initiate and
guide the Radio/Sound depanment's rise from fewer than 10 students
then he arrived to its current 1,900.
Primary Motivation:
"FEAR!," his parents were so poor during and after the depression
that he became a workaholic to keep from being in that situation again.
"I love teaChing which also helps improve my quality ~f~roadcasli~g."
Al Parker has been successful in both radio and teleVISion, but claims
he loves the "anonymity of radio." He believes radio is much more laid
back, '" don't have to worry if my tie is snighL TV'~ been good to
me but my nrst love is radio." He began broadcasung m high school.
"I1"s fun, that's not work. The challenge is excelling at what you're
doing." Parker announces with pride that he has never been unemployed and that he has never been need.

t

Reasons for Teaching:
"If' thought I had nothing to offer, , would quit teaching." '" enjoy
seeing the success of my students." Some of Parker's successful
students include: PatSajak, BobSirou, Eddie Schwartz, Chet Coppock
and Nick Charles (sports anchor for CNN). Parker says the greatest
satisfaction comes from seeing the success of all of his students.
Reason for Choosing Columbia:
''The great strength of the school is the practical hands-on teaching ...Today's instructors are tomorrow's employers."
Focus:
To "guide the deparunem to reflect the job market as much as
possible. We need stare-of-the-an equipment as well as top-nolch
teaching." The biggest challenge facing him now is "maintaining the
integrity and quality of teaching to meet the demands of ,the ever-gr?wing number of students and to keep up with the changes m the technical
field." Parker recently retired as the "voice of ABC .radio." It was
intended to give him more lime to focus on Columbia. At ~lfst, he
wasn't sure if he had made the right choice, but soon found hiS work
here was more challenging.

I
I

I

By Bethany Geisler i
Stillf Wri,"

TAKE THE KEYS
CALL ACAB ·
TAKE ASTAND.·

imal
The workshops are held every
week in room 303 in the Wabash
Building and they last for about
half an hour. For the student's convenience. two times are scheduled:
5 p.m. and 1 p.m. They will continue throughout the semester. For
specific workshop dates see the
people in the Career Planning and
Placement Office in Suite 300 in
the Wabas h Building, or call
(312)663-1600, exL 280.

I
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DRUhK DRIVING PREVENTION CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO.DD-90-1713-2 COL x10.SVolunteer Agency: Wells, Rich, Greene, Inc.
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COOK'S

Hair Trigger: fair or fiction
By Carey Arnholt
Staff Writer

These arc some more holiday favorites at my house, usually served on
the same day that we trim the trce.

Bananas Foster
I tsR. butler
1 half tsp. cinnamon
.
4 bananas, cut in half lengthwise and then again
1 CU ~ brown sugar

4 tablespoons banana liqueur

4 scoops vanilla ice cream
Quarter cup rum·

Melt the butter over a bumer in a saute p':an. Add the sugar, cinnamon
and banana liqueur and stir La mix. Heat for a few minutes, then place
the halve bananas into the sauce and saute until soft. Add the rum and
allow it to heal thoroughl),. then tip the pan slightly so that the burner
name causes the sauce to ignite. Allow the sauce to flame until it dies

out. lipping the pan wi th a circular motion to keep it flaming. Serve over
vani lla ICCcream .

To serve: Lift the bananas out of the pan and place four pieces over

each portion of icc cream, then s poon the hot sauce carefully from the
pan over the bananas and ICC cream .
*Note: Light or dark rum can be used, but the darker rum gives a richer
flavor.
Old Fashioned Hot Cocoa
1 quarter cup plain, unswcctened cocoa
I ~a1f cUl>sugar
A dash of salt
Water
4 cups whole (or skim) milk
In a saucepan, combine cocoa, s ugar. and salt; add water until a smooth
paste is fonned . Cook ovcr low heat, stirring constantly, for about five
minutes. Remove from heat; add milk, stirring until the cocoa and milk.
are combined. Heat just to boiling -do not boil! Serve immediately.
Makes 6 servings.
Marshmallows and cinnamon arc optional
The fonowing is imocrative with the hot cocoa.
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Some students are questioning
Columbia's
award- w inning
magazine's selection process.
Hair Trigger. coming up on its
16th year· of publication has been
giving fiction writing students the
opponunity to be published in a nationally recognized publication, yet
many ofthcm havea bad taste in their
mouths alxmt the whole lhing.
"When I read Hair Trigger. year
after year I hear lhe same voice,
said a form er fiction writing minor,
who wis h not to be named .
Another gripe is that a s tudent must
be a teacher's pet in order to get into
the magazine. There are two ways
to have a picceconsidered for Hatr
Trigger, student submissions can
be made by lhe student himself, or
by his teacher.
"You have to be a major k iss-ass
to your fiction teacher or your writing won ' t even bcconsidcred," said
a n advanced fiction writing student. When asked if it helps to have
a s tudent piece submitted by a
teacher. faculty responded that it
docsn 'tandstudents usually submit
the same pieces that they do.
Aootherstudent who wishes to keep
her name anooymous said. "I have
heard beucr stuff in my fiction class
than I "'" in Hair Trigger."
The general consensus of disgrunOed students seems to be that the
selection process is unfair.
Vince Kunkemuel1er, who is an

advanced fiction writing student
and has been 00 the Hatr Trigger
editing panel for two years said,
"The students who are angry are
probably just ignorant of the
process."
The whole selection process is
done by eight students and a faculty
advisor over the period of one
semester in a four credit class.
These students are selected by their
teachers after they have had at least
three fiction writing classes.
"The process is very involved,"
says Ann Hemenway, the faculty
advisor for Hair Trigger /6. "We
get a Slack of s tudent submissions
over three feet high." The submissions are divided in half and the
eight students are divided into two
groups. At least throe people from
each group reads lhrough the submissions and lhen gives it one of
three ratings , either Not recommended for publishing. possibly
recommended or very possibly
recommended, then they pass the
piece on. The two groups then
switch piles and repeat the same
process. This means that at least six
people read each submission. After
this the stories are discussed and
voted on. The democratic process
takes a whole semester and there are
many long. drawn out discussions,
even argwnents about why a story
does or doesn't worlc:.
"If we feel that there is an injustice.
we step in." Says Shawn Shiflett,
faculty supervisor of half a dozen
Hair Trigger issues. Editors 1001< for

stories lhat move well and don "t
drag, stories that have
voice and stories that are well leCll
and able to be visualized. The
editors and faculty feel that they are
being painfully fair and if one of the
editor's own pieces ·comes up for
discussion. he must leave the room.
Outside of lhe class stories are
not to be discussed. Wben asked
why such privacy about the subject
editors responded that it is the same
with any other selection and publi.
cation process.
All this adds up to the student fICtion anthology, Hair Trigger which
has won numerous national awards
including first place in the Associated Writing Programs' (AWP)
and Columbia University Scholaslic
Press Association's (CSPA) national
competitions for college literary

ca.w-

magazines.

Hair Trigger is mainly representing but not limited to fiction
students, undergraduate a nd
graduate. Manuscripts for Hair
Trigger 17 are being accepted in the
fiction office until the beginn ing of
the spring semester.
Hair Trigger was star ted· 17
years ago by students who sug·
gested the idea to John Shultz.
deparunent chairperson and the
founder of the story workshop
method. TheColumbiaCollegeflC'
tion depar tment had magazines
such as " Angels in My Oven" and
..It Never Stopped Raining; but
they didn't have student editors.
hence Hair Trigger.

Whipped Cream
I half pint whipping cream
I quarter cup sugar
Chill bowl (steel or ceramic) and beaters for one hour. Beat whipping
cream until soft peaks fonn, about 5 to 7 minutes. Continue beating,
slowing adding sugar, until stiff peaks fonn. Spoon on top of cocoa;
gamisti with cflocoIate c urls, if desired.
*Note: Do not use plastic bowl to beat whipping cream; the plastic will
prevent the cream from thickening.

THE~
mWMBIA
COLLEGE
•
Department of Journalism
623 S. Wabash Avenue Chicago, IL. 60605
(312) 663- 1600 ext 343
(3 I 2) 427-3920 FAX

Stuart I. Feiler Faculty Advisor
Matt Kurten Executive Editor
Omar Castillo Managing Editor
Martha E. Hernandez News Editor
Joseph Schrank Features Editor
Micbel Schwartz Production Editor
Simon Cygielski Photo Editor
Simeon Peebler Editorial Page Editor
Carole Davis Food Editor
Kandace DeSadier Copy Editor
Tony Scianna Copy Editor
Chris J orgensen Copy Editor
Chris Wagner Advertising Manager
Daniel Beyer Art Director
Reporters Grisel Y. Acosta, Geoff Akins,
Carey Arnholt, Larry Brown, Kenneth Dickens,
Karen L. Dixon, Bethany Geisler, John Goldfine,
Suzanne Gorga, Scoll Molenhouse, Bridget Quinn,
Lisa Ramirez, Gina Reyes, Gloria Roberson,
Joy Veen, Elizabeth Ward,
Photographers Lisa A. Adds, Celine Boddy,

Pattaya (the Thai

OR TR[P [S $2,500
'IIoI"'l:IioiiiIl",it"i. due no later than December J 2, 1993

Gina Dowden, Brad Wilkerson.
The Cbronide II the otrlclll.tudent run news paper of Columbia
CoIJege.1t I, publlsbed weekly durln& the Icbool year, and dlltrlbu ltd
011 Mo.day. Views npraHCi In thb newlpaper art not nece..arlly
.lIott of .lIe Jour1laU.m Dept. or tbe collece.

For mdloc,'tl(fg,ijlij
the Management
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Hearing dies when volume is high
Grisel Y. Acosta
Now that winter is approaching,
can 'see many ears covered by

and scarves, but cold
not the only lhing that
be protccted from. It is
>nn"wlo'lo" that lo ud

Melita Marie Garza, reporter for the C hicago Tribune,

:e;;;:;1'1i~:0~:

mean that you have ear damage. A
high frequency sound. For example,
a person with ear damage will hear

Workshop conducted a worksbop on Thursday, December 2
"Reporting the Latino Story. "

"cats" as "ca."
W hile Dr. Kuk has no exac t
numbers, he says that the problems

Latino journalists speak out
By Lisa Ramirez
A special jo urn alism club
workshop on "Reporting the
Latino Sto ry" was he ld o n
Thursday, December 2 with
panelists Melila Marie Gana,
reporter of the Chicago Tribune
Alfredo Lanier, Editor of Exito!.
a Latino publication, and Thorn
C lark of the Community Media

Workshop.
T he workshop was p ut
together by f aculty member
Rose Economou, who said the
idea came from the Rev. Ruben
Cruz when he came to one of her

classes. "When ICruz] came 10
the class we found that not only
was there prejudiced within the
Latino community is not being
covered enough in the media.
An issue. brought up in the discussion pointed out that Chicago
holds the third iargcstimmigrant
grouP. with the majority being
Mexican, and because of intense

demographic change. by the
year 2010 Hispanics will be the
predominant minority group in
the nation.
However, despite that reality,
Economou pointed out that there
are issues that are not being
covered, " Latino communities
seem so insular and nobody is
a ddr essing their need s or
wants. "
On the journalist side to that
issue. Garza says newspapers
are sta ffed with 90% while
editorial workers, while Latinos
make up 2.8% of workers in the
newsroom . While Lanier feels
the solution to this problem is
hiring more Latinos and more
minorities, Garz a feel s that
change must come from the
news itself. "Change came when
ric..ts pushed militantly for diver-

sity and equality. That in

tum

caused editors to "wake up" and
take action. If change docsn't

come from the top, it's not going
to happen."
The other side of the coin to
this issue is there are not enough
Latinos watc hing the news.
''There's a definite problem with
mains tream media, both ·in print
and broadcast There is an in-

creasing idea that while there
Hi s panic TV s ta tion s and
newspapers, this is where the
Spanish Community can get
their
news .
Therefore
mainstream media does not have
to cover [Latino problems."]
This idea is what Garza refers

10 as "apartheidjownaJism" and

feels the mainstream me dia
must be reflective of the society.
but isn'L She feels the Latino
community may not be covered
well
enough
because
mainslRam media may not per.

ceive the community as "their

Dr. Kuk stresses that this is not
typical and categorizes as undertrauma to the ear.
Symptoms of car damage do not
vary greatly. The most commonly
known is ringing it the car. Dr. Kuk
says that while that will be present
for those with ear damage, ringing
in your ear does not necessarily
beucr sign is the inability to hear

Lanier, editor of EIito! and Thorn C la rk of t he Community M"di:'. :pe<:lpl;

Correspondent

hearing loss. In some rare cases,

the sound will be so loud that the
eardrum will rip or tear.

facing young people and their
hearing are "sufficient enough for

market."
When it comes time to cover
cenain groups within the Latino
community even if the reporter
is Latino. Lanier said conflic ts
can occur. "You want to be com-

vibrations in the ear that it can be
dangerous. Kuk also adds that
headphones tend to be worse than
concerts because concerts are gone
to from time to time, while head·
phones can be used every day.

Alexander Kyle, of the rap group
Stony Island, believes he has permanent ear damage. Although he
isn 'tsureofthedccibellevelsat his
group's concerts, he believes them
to be as high as a rock concert's.
Despite this, he admits that he
doesn'1 wear ear protection and
neither does anyone in his group.

"I probably should. Sometimes I
stuff tissue in my cars but that
probably isn't enough." He also
reveals that in the recording studio,
the music is usually played very
loud to "get a fec i as to how it will
soun d." B ut Ky le
fee ls tha t hi s pcrd

fonable with the people YOlI're
interviewing. but at the same
time because you are Latino
they expect so mething fro m
you."

Both Lanier and Garza agreed
that it can be difficult (as Latino
reporters) to please everyone in
the Latino community because
some want you to be sensitive to
them and write about problems
in their community, while othcrs
say the media only covers the
negative issues.
In essence, Lanier says that is

what EXlTO! is trying

10

stecr

away from that image and focus
on the success of Latinos, w hile
at the same time addressing the
problems that plague the community.
Also pointed out during the
di sc us sion was that Latino
reporters will face two connicts,

one being the fact that because
they are Latino they already

know Spanish and second. being
that it will be difficult 10 be objective on Latino issues being
covered. " You have to have personal detachment as a journalist

and must present both sides of
the issue so it will not intcrfere
with your job," Lanier said
solution to those obstacles.

music .
Dr. Francis Kuk,
Director of Audiology
the Ear Center of
University of Illinois at Chicago, says
that the majority of
pa tien ts confron ting
hearing loss are nol the

elderl y. At his center.
approximately half of
the patients are adults

and half of those are under the age
of 18. The causes of hearing loss
also depend on the age group.
In the elderly it is usually becau se of age, in newborns the
hearing loss is either hereditary or
due to ear infec tions , but th e
majority of cases are a combination of age, noise exposure and
ear diseases.

Dr. Kuk explains what happens
when lo ud noise affects the ears.
There are hair cells in the inner ear

called stereocilia. Sound causes
these hai" 10 bend and loud sound
bends them even more. When the

sound gets too loud, the hairs SlOp
bouncing back and they eventually
die. The death of these hairs causes

us 10 be alarmed." He adds that there
are mere young JXU.ients now then
compared 10 before who had normal
hearing when they were born but
now have damage due to noire ex-

posw-e.
Sound is measured in decibels.

According 10 Dr. Kuk, speech ran·
ges from 50 to 70 decibels, the
level of a nearby plane is 110 10
120 decibels and a rock concert is
around 120 decibels. Surprisingly.
a walkman or headphones range
the hi ghest at a possible 130
decibels. ·"There is nothing wrong
with it if it is set to a comfortable
level," says Kuk. It is when the
level is set so that others can hear

it and the sound is actually felt as

Both Garza and Lanier strong-

damage drops off eXI>o.,ent;.allll .
the further away you are,
are 100 feet away, you
times safer; always be
your headphone volume. it is
to turn it up and no t notice
loud it is; be on the
potential threats to
s uch as tra ins, loud

nightclubs. If
trouble conversing with solme,o"".

then ifs probably too loud.
Call 1-800·TDK·NEWS,
444 to ask for the frcc earnlu.s.

.-- --------~~~----------

Columbia College Chicago 's
Career Planning & Placement Office
And The Television Department

ground should know another
culture and know another language. Especially now with the
approval of the North American

PRESENT

"Your Future In Television:
Preparing For Your First Professional Job

Free Trade Agreement wi th
Mexico and Canada, knowing
Spanish is a must. They also said
or not th e y are going into
Spanish media or mainstream

STUDENTS

media. If students decide they
will enter Sparlish media. know·
ing how 10 speak fluently will
not be enough, they must ··1, .,
w rite corre c t g ramm a l ic ai
Spanish, as well as E nglish.
Garza urges students to ex·
plore all avenues of the media
and get involved with the Na·
tional Association for Hispanic

Journalists and get contracts. becau se the job market i s

extremely competitive. "People
hire and promote in their own

likeness, generally it is very dif·
ficult if you are a person of color
to gain acceptance beyond a

level of simple recognition that
you·ve done a good job. You
will have uphill haUle.·
For Economou. the next stev

this worlcshop is 10 launch a
television program pesenl<d by
students dealing with problems
in the.Latino community.

ll

TV and BJ

studenlS should know whether

Cheel{ It Out!

Wlthdraw.1 (rom aoela)
acu.tUee. Exce ••lve anger.

Whlcb la tragiC . Dt:cauae
IDImiaI ~ can be tftated..
bt IKt, 2 out at 3 people who

DEC. 7th

... bdp. ... bettcr.
PUr • free booklet about

11:00am · 12:S0pm

neae eould be tbe Or.t .
WIU'll1nC alan- of • mental ·
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~
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PANEL DISCUSSION - FERGUSON THEATRE

rDmW . . . . and b 1fIIr1IIDC

Alld thell

.......... toCll'caIl:
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Itls Time To NETWORK

· "~D. C..0t)41

Discuss your career with the best in the industry,

l..flOO-98o.lOIfHA.
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never sit directly in front of
of speakers a t a concert

as a

ly JX>inted out that it is essential
that students of every back-

10

hearin g

earplugs
work ing atl~~~
w ith ·~~~:~er;~:;~~;~~:.;~~

:

FOLLETT LOUNGE -1:00pm -3:00pm

i

Contact Grethia Hightower in Career Planning
& Placement Ext. 344

~
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~~lili\\~l\dta\~'\;~
By G eoff Akins
Stllff Writ~r

It' s Tuesday morning. I'm on my way into the city and all I can think
ahout is the dream I had the night before. I can 't get it out of my head .
It was one of these freak y dreams about losing your tccth. Perhaps
you've had one yourself. I hear they' re quilecommon Carl Jung called
them archetypa1. I've had them before. As a matter of fact, it was just
such adrcam that sparked me intooneo fthe most incredible adventures
I' ve ever experienced.
For years, I was plagued by a reoccurring .nigh~mare of losing my
tccth . The circum SLances would change, but, IOvanably, by the end of
the dream I would find my teeth sw imming loose in a soft, bloody mass
o f gum tissue. J woke up frightened, embarrassed and deeply upset.
Even tually, I decided I had to find out why I was havlOg ~e same
dream over and o ver again. I began what was to become a life long
research project into the meaning of my dreams.
The first thing I learned is that dream symbols are personal and are
dependant on one's own lifetime of experience. Therefor~, ~nly ~he
dreamer can trul y interpret his or her own dream. Dream dicuonanes
and the like are too general and rather archaic.
. Undaunted, I prcsscdon, devouring any book on dream interpretation
II could lind. I began recording my own dreams in a nightly jou,:"al,
; whic h quickly bulged with notes, sketches, assoclauons: Impressio ns
I and possible interpretations. Before long, I had compiled my own
dictionary of personal dream symbols. I was on my way.
In August of 1988,1 had a dream that changed my life forever: .
J find myself in the dark basement of some unknown school bUlldmg ,
slowly inching my way along the thin ledge of a bottomless chasm. I
am petrified. Only my total concentration o n where to set my foot down
next keeps me from falling to certain death .
I nearly jump out of my quivering skin when suddenly. from behind
me, someone calls my name. Jolted off balance, I twist around like an
animal enraged , screaming "WHAT?!" at the lOP of my lungs, only to
discover that Kevin, a young boy I know. has been following me.
"You know," he begi ns w hile looking up at me, angelically in his
innocence, " love me."
Instantly, I realize I'm dreaming and that Kevin symbolically represents some pan o f my personality yearning for recognition and
acceptance. My entire body is pulsing from head to toe as wave upon
wave of indescribable energy s urges through me!
Unafraid and fully conscious within my dream, I dec ide to act on my
new found lucidity. I lift my drcamchild in a warm embrace and
whisper, "Come on, we're going on an adventure!"
The two of us merge into one as I fearl essly leap into the abyss .
To be conti nued ...

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T
JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nicholas Esposito, killed Oct. 13,
1989 at 8:25pm.
Next time your fri end insists on
driving drunk. do whatever it lakes to
stop him. Because if he kills innocent
people. how will you live with yourself?

Depaul stancd off its season with a 110-84 victory over Chicago State
on Nov. 27 at Alumni Hall. In winning. the Blue Demons kept intact a
15 year unbeaten screak spanning 49 games at Alumni.
Leading scorers for Depaul were Tom Kleinschmidt with 21 points
and Kris Hill with 20 points to go along with 13 rebounds. Also
contributing were Brandon Cole, Michael Revizee, and Bryant Bowden
with 14, 11, and 10 points respectively.
Three leaner versions of Hill, Bowden, and Kleinschmidt delinitely
seem to have improved the look over last year's team .
Junior forward Will Macon added to the mix with 15 points and 7
rebounds. Coach Joey Meyer is counting on Macon and junior point
guard Belelia Parks to jump stan the team's transition game this year.
By half time the Blue Demons led 53-33, a lead which would prove
never to be in danger. Depaul shot 57% for the game, led by Hill's 10
of12.
The main problem for Chicago State was matching up with a much
larger Depaul team. The Cougar's tallest player is 6'7".
To make up for the lack of size they played many w nes and on offense
shot heavily from behind the 3-point stripe, making 12 of 25 auempts.
Leading the Cougars in scoring was Coleco Buie with 23 points.
Up next for Depaul is Kansas, Dec. 4 at the Rosemont Horizon. Joey
Meyer said after the victory over Chicago State that the defense they
played is nothing like what will be needed against Kansas, who has
players 6'8", 6' 10" and 7'0".
Depaul is hoping to return to the N.C.A.A. tournament after being
snubbed last year aftcr posting a 16-15 record. It was the o nly the second
time in Joey Meyers' nine years that the team was not invited.

FRIENDS DDN'TlET FRtENDS DRIVE DRUNK

Student Development Workshops
ADVERTISE IN
THE COLUMBIA COLLEGE

How to Beat the Holiday Blues
12/15193
J a nuary:
Preparing For Your Next Semester
1112/94
Sponsored by Academic AdviSing
All workshops are held on Wednesdays in Room 303
Wabash Building at 12:00 PM
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full-time. World Travel. Cari~

Fraternities, sororities, campus
organizations, highly motivated
individuals Travel FREE plus
earn up to THOUSANDS of
DOLLARS selling SPRING
BREAK trips to Ca ncunBahamas/Cruise, South Padre
IsIand-Horida Beaches: CALL
KIRK 1-800-258-9191

bean, Hawaii, Eu rope, Mexico.

EXTRA INCOME '93
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing

1993 Travel brochures. For
more informa tion send a SASE
to: Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2530,
Miami, FL 33261

Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Worker,;,
etc. No experience necessary.
CALL (602) 68Q.4647 ext. C147

employers provide room &
board + benefits. No teaching
background or Asian lan-

guages required. For more
information call (206) 632-1146
ext. J5713

GHAR 5$5FOR COLLEGE

MAC DES IGNERS

BEACH Of SKI Group Promoter

Receive Brochures of not (or

INsider Magazine is looking for
hard working individuals to
work with us. Must have experience in Quark, Freehand and
Photoshop. Call for an interview.
(708) 673-3458.

Small or large groups. Your's
FREE, discounted or CASH.
Call MCII·800423·5264

p rofit matching services
providing customized list of
private sector provider,;. Offering grants, scholarships, and
fellowships. Included is "toU
free #" to "the opp ortunity
line". Send $5 and a SASE to
P.O. box 608367 Chicago II..

60660
CRUISE SHIP TOBS'

Students needed! Eam$2,QOO +
monthly.Sununer /holidays/

Sororities, Clubs! Raise money
for your group. Make 100%
P rofit! EASY! Sell 20/20's
Binocular/Sportglasses for 5 at
all Sporting / Group Events.
CallI 800-924-8433

$ STOP DON'T READ THIS $

HELP WANTED: Fraternities,

TRA YEL ABR O AD AND

CRUISE l OBS

5tuderttsNeeded!$2,lXX)+/ rronih
working forCruise Ships or LandTour companies. World Trave!

RESEARCH INFORMATON
Large Library of Information in
the US. 19,278 potics -All Su~

;eets. Order Catalog today with
Visa/MC or COD. Ordering
Hotline 800 35]'{)222, or rush
$2.00 to Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #2Q6.A, Los
Angeles, CA 90025

WORK

Make up to $2,000-$4,000+ per
month teaching basic conversational English abroad. Japan,
Tawain, an S. Korea. Many

GREAT SAVINGS EVERYDAY
ON THOUSANDS OF ITEMS
For: Artists· Designers· Architects. Schools

GREAT SAVINGS

CLASSIFIED & VP CLOSE A:\D PERSONAL ADS
A- HEADLINE & COPY -Circle headline words; copy must be typewritten
B-COST
Basic cost
= $3.75 ..per ad, 24 words
Extra words (I O¢ ) x ... words
= $ .... ... ... ...... ..... .
Big headlines, 24 characters ($1) = $ ............... ...... .
X .......... insertions
= $ ... ... .... ....... .... .
TOTAL $ .... ................ .
Frequency of insertions

o

C- PAYMENT -Enclose a check and make it payable to:
Columbia College The Chronicle
Copy 1............................ 2............................ 3 ............................ 4.................•........

5............................ 6............................
9............................ 10•.......•..................
13.......................... 14...........................
17.................... " ..... 18..........................
21 ...................•...•.•. 22 .•.......•................
25........................... 26..........................
29 .....................•.•..• 30.............•.•.•........

(Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) Summer and
Full-Time employment available. For more information
call: Cruise Employment Services. (206) 634.{)468 ext. C5713

7............................ 8............................
11 •...........•....•..•..... 12.........................
15.......................... 16.........................
19........................... 20 ........................ .
23 ..........................• 24 .........................
27.......................... 28 ..........................
31 .......................... 32 ..........................

Buy Direct from UTRECHT
One of America's Major

MANUFACTURERS

OF PROFESSIONAL ARTIST'S OIL,
ACRYLIC AND WATERCOLORS
.......;:;u;;.,- _ _ _ _ FOR EXAMPLE _ _ _ __
UTRECHT ARTISTS GESSO
SpeCial Price: $7.95 Per Gallon
UTRECHT NEWSPRINT 100 Sheet Pad
lS"x24" Special Price: $2.55 Per Pad

eIIMII;I

OTHER MANUFACTURERS PRODUCTS: A

ari., ;

fi

nw EXA"'PLES

UQUITEX Acrylic Colors· PRE· TESTED Oil Colors
REMBRANDT Soft Pastels • HIGGINS Ink
WlNSOR & NEWTON Watercok>rs & Gouache

'Winsor & Newton Artists Oil Colors. Beinfang Designer Pads

I

I 1M' I tI Strathmore No. 400 Pads·

Neilsen Sectional

UTRECHT

ARf ... DRAFTING SUPPLY CENTERS
332 South Michigan Avenue • Chicago, Illinois
Te l. (312) 922- 7565 • Hours: Mon-Sat 9am-6pm

UTRECHT Coast· to . Coast in 8 Cities

CENTRAL CAMERA
COMPANY
94TH YEAR IN BUSINESS

'View Cameras
'Tripods
'FlashlMeters
'Binoculars
'U sed CameraslLenses
(Most items over $ 50.00;
6 month limited warranty)
'Paper/ChemicalslEnlargers
(Kodak, I1ford, Orie ntal/Seagull, AG FA)
'N ew CamerasfLenses
'PhotofinishinglFilm
'Darlrroom Accessories

o

o

NEW 5% STUDENT DISCOUNT ON MOST PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER, FILMS, AND
SUPPLIES (SOME EXCEPTIONS)
We also discount our photofinish ing and developing services.
Next day colo r print processing, comes with a 2nd set at no charge. Always!!

230 S. W:abash

Frnme-.- -

An~. (:ltaf Jll~ k~(j ll Blvd )
Phone (3 12) 427-5580
To ll Free (800) 4 2 1-1 899
HOURS: Monday-Friday 8 :30 - 5 :30
Saturday
8:30 - 5:00
Mail And Phone Orders Accepted ' Repairs Accepted 'We Accept T rade-Ins
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Acting dean is praised, has gone above call of duty

President urges perspective in stabbing
Letter (rom the President:

belween the students, It appears
to have been an isolated incident;

I wish to clarify the particulars
of an unfonunate incident which

occurred yesterday. Two students engaged in an altercation

in fact, I have been informed that
it is the only such incident on
record in the college's thirtyyear history.
I express my concern for both

and onc was injured. Although
the incident did not occur on

students and to reiterate that the

campus property, the alleged
perpetrator was immecUatcly apprehended by campus security,
the victim received flrSl-aid and
was promptly hospitalized, and

incident was completely alypicaJ
of the Columbia College environment and of the South Loop
neighborhood, which has one of
the lowest crime rates in the CiLY·

witnesses' statements were obtained. The investigation is now

I urge you to keep this regrettable event in perspective, in

in the hands of the police, and of

light of the peaceable environ-

course we are cooperating fuUy.
From what I have learned from
the police officers from our own

ment we have al ways enjoyed

staff, the allercalion resulled
from a personal disagreement

here.

I

Currently a nationwide search is
undcrwa) to find a suitable person
to fill the position of Dean of Students. Mark Kelly is only the
Acting Dean. On numerous occasions I have had to deal with
Mark on a perwnal and business
level. In dealing with him from the
very first time, I found him to be
extremely professional. helpful
and accommodating.
MarJe has gone above and
beyond the call of duty several

times in helping out student organization and being very
responsive to our needs and ideas.
Although school has only been in
session foc a short period of time,
Mark has been actively involved
with all the organizations. Most
recently, Mark supported and
helped to amend Columbia's
Equal Opportunity Policy.
I wish there were more people
like Mark Kelly in the worldl
Mark is truly a dedicated to the

future or Columbia CoUes.'SItudents and their education. I hope I
have the pleasure of wod<ina with
Mark Kelly as the Dean of Students as long as I attend Columbia
Colleae,
I urge everyone at Columbia to
write a letter to Mr. John B, DufJ,
president of Columbia Collese. in
support of Mark Kelly for Dean of
Students. Thank youl
Rob Schaerer

I
.

John, B, DuIT
President

Aid office schedule changes
The Financial Aid Office is accountable to students. parents.
collegeadminisltators, the Department of Education. as well as the
JIlinois Assistance Commission.
Being accountable is what working in the Financiai Aid Office is
all about.
All of us in the aid oflice taJce
seriously student perceptions of
what we do, and how we do iL We
wish to continue our partnership
with students in accessing financial assistance for which they can
establish eligibility.
In this spirit, we wish to make
our office more accessible to students by expanding our office
schedule. Our new schedule will
begin on Dec. 13, 1993.

Monday: Full service
Tuesday: One advisor and one
loan oflicee will be available for
student service, while other personnel process paperwork
Wednesday: Full scrvice
Thursday: Full scrvice
Friday: Same schedule as Tues·
day
It is the earnest desire of the
fmancial aid personnel to continue
our long standing partnership with
students. We look forward to continuing to work with students in an
open, professional and friendl y
fashion.
Jobn OUno
Director or Financial Aid

Student urges review of Columbia security
On Dec. I, 1993, at or around 2
p.m., in front of the Wabash building, a stabbing took place. The
shock and disbelief I felt standing
in Osco Drugs and hearing this
over their P.A. system was enough
to move me to write this leuer. And
I'm angry, mad as hell. Iamaware
of social ills of society. However,
I will not stand silently by and let
violence destroy my school, community or work place. I urge all of

r

you to demand better SCCiJrIly,
even if it calls for all of us (f"cuhy
included) to wear our identification like name tags. Like little
children on a field trip, St · the
leacher can keep up with them all.
The students involved shoulJ be
expelled. No questions asked.
And that's if they were students.
Too much is 100 much. and I have
had enough.
Darryl Jackson

Tilt views expressed on the editorial pages of the Chronicle do not

I necessarily reflect the views of the college, the journalism department
~he

Chronicle

Submit your letters to the
editorto: Simeon Peebler
at The Chronicle office,
room #802 Wabash
building. Deadline for
each issue is 5 p.m. every
Monday for the next
week's issue . LIMIT

Graffiti and vandalism raises tuition at Columbia
Michel Schwartz
Production Editor

Every time someone damages
school property, our tuition goes
up! Are we still in high school,
where we just had to deal with
hidcous graffiti and idiotic gangs?
At least there it was up to the detention kids to clean it.
Do you know who has to clean it
up here? The maintenance man.
I'm sure he has much beuer things

to do, but becaUllC college students
have supposedly outgrown spank'ings like detention, he has to clean
up other people's stupidity.
Our school is defamed, boys and
girls.
As many times as the white paint
goes over the graffiti, which is paid
for by our money, more graffiti
appears.
Why is no one saying anything?
Why are we just taking it? Is it
because no one gives a damn about

this school?
For a school that is suppooed to
be so open-minded, so poUtically
aware. so out-spoken and 30 ready
to express ourselves, it sure takes a
lot for us to reacL
Maybe we're all just a bunch of
wannabes!
"No, not me; says the studentu
she reads this lotte< while ridina in
a graffiti-infested elevator.
Then prove it, dammiU

Enter the Chronicle Editorial Caption Contest!

YOUR SUBMISSION 10
(JIIE
TYPEWRITTEN
PAG'. 00UBl.E SPACED,

include a telephone
nwnber for verification.
The op-ed page is the
for
open Th,· winner!
forum
discussion. We reserve The winning clptlon: Amllzlng I
the right to edit copy. ' Iro,. ,tory; Lo.t child
Submission is not a I dome.tlcltedblrd.~nthe
Hlrd Copy!
guarantee of publication.
Minority Speak Out! will
Copy that is longer than
return in next week's issue. In
one typewritten page will addition, because of lechnical
not be considered for problems, the Latinall-atino AI·
lianeeresponse toJon Bigness will
' -_
Publication.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-J appear next week. Thank youl

Submit.yourcandid captions of the above photograph, taken from the Chronlcl. photo files, to the CA,..""
office, sulle 802 of the Wabash building before Wednesday 5 p.rn .. The winning captions will appear with the
phOlO the next week along with the winner's name. Enter todayl
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Spirit breaks through the pane
Carey Arnholt
Staff Writer

On the night before Christmas ...
By Tanisha N. Douglas
Corrt$ptmdmt

Bubbling giddiness and excitement -- thaCs how I always felt
when I was a little girl the night
hefore Christmas.
The whole house full of wonderful aromas of holiday delights
wafting through the air; juicy
turkey, glazed ham, baked
macaroni and cheese; hot apple
pie, sweet potato pies and morel
1lte oven was on for hOlUS and
the wet wannth hugged my linle
body tight.
My momma would never let me
stay up until midnight and open
any gifts.. .not even one.

"But some of my friends do; I"d

whine to her. my small copper face
pouting.
"Well, you're not some of your
friends. you're Tanisha." And off
to bed I'd go much too anxious
sleep.
What momma didn't know was

that for years my daddy just
couldn' t wait to sneak upstairs to
get me back up.
"Shhh! " he'd say a few hours
later as he tip-toed into my room.
whispering into the Christmas
morning darkness . "Wait about

five minutes and then come
downstairs,"
I'd stumble downstairs minutes
later. as though I really couldn't

sleep.
"Momma. I can ' t slce,," I' d say,
rubbing my eyes while she stood

finishing up her holiday cooking.
She'd smile and fU13l1y say I
could open a few presents. My
daddy and I would exchange vic-

tory smiles.
My daddy was just as excitement and maybe a little morc

anxious than me for those big and
little packages sprayed with bright

colors and pictures of Santa and his
reindeer to be tom open and my
face light up.
I suspec t that maybe , my
momma always knew what my
daddy was up to. D i d you
momma?

Ch ristmas time. That jolly 01'
holiday that has turned into a frantic consumer nightmare. Lack of
money, lac k of time . unrul y
crowds. angry shoppers and what
do we have to take our minds off
of all this?
The department s tore holiday
windows. of co urse, where the
seasonal spirit lives on eternally,
untouched by the chaotic holiday
world.
Yes, just a brief gaze into a window and one is swept away into a
pristine winter dreamland where
there are no screaming children
and not a drop of yellow snow.
Walk along State SI. and lapse
into th e rhythmically moving
world of Cinderella henca th the
regal awning of g iant golden
horns.
Wander along Michigan Ave.
and see the animated danc ing and
twirling of the "B roadway Musica l" windows, like Annie and
Marne at Sax Fifth Avenue. Go
even farther north to Henri Bendel
and se c half-wo me n, h a lfChristmas tre e mannequin s
dressed pro udly in their holiday
attire. You don't have to think, you
only need dream and feel.
That 's what the windows are
created for.
"We want to take people into
fantasy land and make them forget
about their probl ems," sa ys
Michae l loRusso, the window supervisor at Carson, Pirie, SCOlt.
It all seems so easy. But this
makes one wonder, exactl y what
goes into a window display? Is it
. really an art? Is it difficult? And
where do they get all that stuff?
Window design seems to be an
acquired art. Not only must the
designer be artistic, able to draw,
know how to pin , dress and style
mannequin s, but he/s he must
know how to style wigs, build and
paint sets and have a working
knowledge of electrical and lighting equipment.
One designer says that a display
person must have a good working
knowledge o f the store's mannequin sizes a nd their poSitions
because even though a mannequin
may be a size 8, if she is in a siuing
position s he must wear a size 10
and be pinned extensively.
No creases or fo lds should be

visible. There will be no imperfections.
Christmas is definitely the most
difficult and imponant time for
windOWS, the visual merchandising people around C hicago all
agree. A window dresser at Sax
says that it is not un usuaito work
fo urtee n days stra ight a t least
twelve-hours per day. Many s tores
hire extra Christmas help for windows alone, and there arc times
when there arc dressers working in
the windows throughout the night.
Most of the props and mannequins belong to the store and arc
purchased from visual di sp lay
companies like Silvestri Trim Co.
and Ncidenneir. Olherdisplaysare
built by the staff; however, for
Christmas many of the animated
designs arc brought in from other
cities. Carson's anima te d
Chri stmas scenes arc flown in
from San Francisco, as are the
techni c ians w ho se t them up ,
tho ugh they are s till supervised by
the store's visual designer. Sax's
animated windows are designed by
Michael Meister in New York, yet
he fli es to Chicago to make sure
that they are assembled "just so."
Are th ere taboos in window
des ig n? Whereexaclly doos a store
draw the line with what is too risky
and what is too much for the
average consumer to handl e?
Bondage is onc answer that was
agreed upon unanimously.
"It simpl y must he tasteful and
entertaining," an ass istant supervisor at Fields says. Though Fields
has moving Cinderella scenes all
the way down State Street and a
giant 45 fl two-story tree on the
7th floor, this is not necessarily
their claim to fame this year. In one
of their windows, a luxurio usly
dressed female mannequin sits
proudly in a wheelchair and in
an o th er, a man wears a s kirt
designed by the eccentric Jea n
Paul Gaultier.
Their theory is that no one is
excluded at Christmas time despite
race, religion, sex ual preference or
physical handicap.
Many of the visual personnel
continue working in the windows
and they all agree that there is no thing like seeing the smiles of the
children and the happy faces of the
shoppers absorbed in the glow of
holiday season radiating grandly
from the depths of the magical
windows.
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Holiday traditions have evolved throughout history
By Joanne Buckley
510ft Writer

In many households, in many nations around the world,
Dec. 25 is celebrated as a day of great joy and good will

towards men. For Christians, however Chrisunas is one of
I

the most solemn holy days in which the Christ..child or
"Messiah" was born. But celebration of Chrisunas is not
resoictcd to Christians; in fact. early Christians believed
that birthday celebrations were heathen-like.
How did the modern traditions become part of the
Yuletide festivities that span the globe and cross so man y
cultures? In the early days of the Roman and Greek
civilizations, thescason surrounding the winter solstice was

always a time for boisterou s activities and revelry.
Nowhere arc the influe nces of the Romans and Greeks in
Western culture more obvious than in the cclcb:ation of

Christmas.
Ancient Romans honored the deity Saturnus in a festival
called Saturnalia . Saturn us was believed to teach the art of
agriculture and was dedicated to welcoming the germinating impulscof NalUfe. Saturnalia is not aday, buta season
of celebration from Dec. 17 - 24. Then, on Jan. l came the
Calends, and both were given up to revelry.
During this period the people and the Senate were expected to present New Year gifls to the emperors.
Characteristic of this period were processions, singing ,
lighting candles. adorning the houses with laurel and green
trees and the g iving of presents. Rich and poor were equal
and there was no distinction betwccn free man and slave.
Courts were c losed. and no one could be convicted of a
crime.
By medieval times, the Roman Catholic Church was

aclively seeking to conven pagans to the "true faith." Papal
doctrines of this time eased in its zealousness and it sLOpped

the pracliee of tearing down the pagan temples. Byallowing the pea!3J1ts the comfort of their familiar surrounding,
the clergy realized that it was easier for converts to espouse
a new faith. The medieval church was a governing body
that understood the importance of the church in the lives of
the peasants.
The celebration of Yule was practiced in the northern
countries long before the Christian religion was accepted.
The " heathen" celebration was a feast in honor of the Sun,
when in January, it seemed to renew its strength and overcome the power of darkness.

During the feslival only the most necessary of work was
done. Implements with wheel s, such as wagons and spinning wheels were rested. To let a wheel move was a
sacri lege' against the holy Sun as it might indicate that the
person wanted the sun to move faster. At the end of the 12

holy days came the climax of the great feslival. The days
were geuing longer and a huge wheel was rolled from farm
to farm. As Christianity was introduced in the nonhern
regions, Christmas fell into the time of the traditional festivities and " heathen" and Christian customs synthesized.

Similarly, the followers of Mithras celebrated this period
which represented victory of light over darkness. Mithras
was a divinity who was worshipped in the time immediately
preceding and following the introduction of Christianity ,

and Chrislians adopted the idea of Christ being the Light of
the World.
The definite date of Christ's birth has been debated by
historians, theolog ians and astronomers. Pope Julian ordered extensive investigation into the exact date and found
that the Western churches adopted Dec. 25 and the Eastern
churches stayed with Jan. 6. Julian sided with the majority

and around 350 A.D. proclaimed Dec. 25 to be the official
birthday of ChriM. This was readily accepted beca use that
period was already a holiday of some sort, the winter
solstice, the Je wish feast of lights, the Roman Saturnalia and
the Scandina vian Yule.
January 6 marks Chri st' s birth in the Ea')tern churches.
TIli s date coincides with the epiphan y , the day thai the Magi
or three kings arrived lO bestow gifl') o n the Christ child.
In modern ce lebrati on, C hri stmas witho ut a C hri stmas
trcc would be unimagi nable. But in the early church, the
tree re prese nted tree-wors hip and wa s lI o t a ll owed .
Graduall y the fo lklore surro unding the evergreen trees
~ r vcd to advance the idea o f the rir tree a'i a sy mbol of

everlasti ng life, and such would be an appropriate decoration for Chris Unas. The first association of the tree with
Christmas is found in the story of Martin Luther.
As a regular Christmas tradition, the tree can only be
traced to about the sixteenth century. The first description
of a Christmas tree found in modem literature is in "The
Nutcracker," a fairy talc by Fouque and Hoffman. It was
Queen Victoria's marriage to a German prince which

'Tis the Season Holiday Program Series

Under the Picasso

December,1993
Wcd .. 8

BONNIE LINDHOLM SCHOOL OF DANCE,
from Palatine, n..

1burs.. 9

MELODlA RUSSIAN JEWISH CHORUS;
HANUKKAH, A MUSICAL CELEBRATlON,
sponson:d by !he ZiomSl 0 ...._
ofChlcqo
Program includes commentary on the history of
Hanukkah by Rabbi Mordecai Simon.

Frid•• 10

DANIEL WRIGHT JR. HIGH SCHOOL
CHORUS AND SHOW CHOIR. [rom Lote
ForestoIL.

Mon., 13

SAINT LUCIA SWEDISH QUEEN OF UOHT
CEREMONY AND PROGRAM. SpoIISOrOC! by
the Swedish Central Committee.

Tues.,14

CARY GROVE HIGH SCHOOL A CAPI'ELA
AND SWING CHOIR, from Cary. IL .

Wed.. t5

WHITNEY YOUNG HIGH SCHOOL CONCERT
BAND.

brought the Gennan cuslom 10 England. In America the
Gennan em igrants brought the custom with them, and it was

taken up by all classes.
Holly and mistletoe are two other plants that have

remained popular symbols of Christmas. Holly was admired by ancient cultures who believed that its evergreen
leaves attested to the fact that the sun never deserted it, and
therefore it was sacred. Whoever brought the Christmas
holly into the house, husband or wife, was the one who
would rule the following year.
Mistletoe means "give me a ki ss" in the Scandinavian
myth. According to the myth, the Scandinavian counterpart
to Apollo was struck dead by a bow made of mistletoe. His
mother's tears became white berries. Through a miracle of
the gods , Apollo was restored and his mother was SO grateful for the return of her son that she would bestow a kiss on
anyone who passed under the mistletoe.
The Christmas card, another modem tradition, probably
originated in 1846 in London. The original author, Joseph
Cundall, comm issioned a drawing that was printed by
lithography and colored by hand. He sent many copies that
were about the size ofa lady's calling card.
Then, of course, is the story of St Nicholas. He was born
in Asia Minor to a father who was a wealthy bi shop and a
mother who was extremely holy. As a baby it is said that

he would only take food once on Wednesday and once on
Friday. As a boy he devoted his time to studies of the
scriptures rather than play. Because of his remarkable
childhood, Nicholas became the patron sai nt of children.
One legend teUs a story of Nicholas delivering bags of
gold through the window for thrcc dowerless girlS so they
coule! marry. A different ve~ion of this story has the
maidens using stocking pinned to the mantle in order to

catch the bags as they descended the chimney.
SI. Nicholas died on Dec. 6, 342A.D.,and his anniversary
became the day to remember good children with gifts.
Thomas Nast first drew SI. Nicholas as Santa with rosy
cheeks and a long white beard, clothed in an ennine
trimmed red coat. The idca that Santa travels by reindccr
appears to be a carry-over from the legends of the reindeer
people of Russia, who held SI. Nicholas as their patron saini.

Thurs.• 16

Fri., 17

came to regard simple but bountiful meals as appropriaIC.
Gift giving became a common practice among peoples of

all classes.
Despite Ole common threads in the Christmas holiday in
all cultures, there are customs in countries that arc quite
interesting. In early England it was common to harness a
dog to the turnspit used for roasting meats .. It oflen took
three hou~ or more to roast a piece of beef and the dog had

to run constantly for that length of lime. Often the dogs
were urged on by "cuffs."
In France, gift day is New Year's day, and Christmas is
toy day. The Christmas tree is decorated and kept behind a
screen until Christmas morning.
ChrisUnali is the season of celebration of brotherhood.
Since the birth of Christ almost e very cu lture has included
some of its rituals to bring local feeling 10 Christmas
ce lebrations. While Christian, Protestant and Greek churches view Christmas as a religious holiday, the cen turies o f
Lmditi ons have mixed to create Christmas as we know it

today.

Sources: Curiol'ilies of Popular Cus,oms, William S.
Wals" ; 1'''e I'olklore Of World 1I0lidays, Gale Research
Iltc., JOOI ChriSlllla.'i Facl.\' lUlll Fancies, Alfred Carl
lJotter; Th e SlOry o/Chrlstmas, Tim e Life, Inc.

STUDIO STEPPlN'. The pubUc i. invited to a
holiday dance party with ballroom dancinllO
taped music.

Mon•• 20

ALL CITY HIGH SCHOOL CONCERT BAND.

Tues.,21

STEVENSON HIGH SCHOOL MADRIOAL
SINGERS AND JESTERS from UncoInshite,

Wecl,22

POSADAS. Hisponic cl>ildten',IrIdi_
ChriIUnu _ _ performed by The Holy 00sI1
Immacula..Hean of Mary Choir.

n.

Dec.. 23-2A

NO PROGRAMS.

Moo., 27

GRUPO fOLKLORICO IN1l!RNATIONAL.
Holiday dance< of SponiJII-speakioa ~

Tues.. 21

JUST US KIDS CHORUS. SpIItOrtd by !he BUIlernul Bread Company.

Wcd.. 29

NAIWA DANCE CORPS and CCS CHILDREN'S
PERFORMING ARTS ENSEMBUi: KWANZAA AFRICAN HARVEST HOLIDAY PIlI),
GRAM.

At the time of the Renaissance, lcings and their courts gave

lavish gifts and hosted extravagant meals in celebration 0(
Christmas. Regents would exchange gifts among themsel·
ves - always trying to outdo the others. By the reign 0(
Queen Victoria, however, the courts became less showy and

SAINT IGNATIUS PREPARATORY HIGH

SCHOOL CONCERT BAND.

Dec..3(}-3t

NO PROGRAMS.
EXHIBITIONS:-

1-10 Multi-medium ex.hibit in observ:1ncc of World
AIDS Day. SI""' sorcd by !he Chlcqo Depor1men<
of Hcallh.

1-28 CARTOONISTS AGAINST CRIME. A coolilion of canoonists promote! lhc prevention cI aimo
throuah their art.
t-30WHAT ARE TIlESIONS1 A looltal_
violence through children's eyes. SponIOItId by The
Peace Museum.
- AU e.xhibiLiotU are prescnloCd at noon CDth weekday
.t!he Daley Civic Cent"
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An awed couple enjoy the magnificent Daley Plaza Christmas tree·

Tree lighted in festive ceremony
By Grisel Y. Acosta
Stllff Writ a-

Bill Roder holds a little Santa during the holiday season.

Santa brightens childrens' lives in Chicago
Lisa E. Sabo
StaffWrilu

up on the roof resting until I am
ready to go." And if anybody
should ever ask. "What' s your

With tears and smiles, and a tingling belief in Santa C la us.
children of all ages sit bashfully in
his red velvet lap. revealing a
youthful dream or a Christmas
wish. He listens with a kind ear
and speaks with his wise old voice
to make the visits worthwhile.
You can hear a perfected "HOHa-Ha;' and a litOe child's
giggle deep in the heart of Cozy
Cloud Cottage, M""hall Fields.
He is a righ~ jolly old elf Santa Claus, also known as Bill
Roder, 73 , resident of Lake
Villa. He has been Santa for
over 15 y..,., with joyful time
spe nt a t Chicago's Field ,
Museum and the famous Stale
SI. ~hall Fields department
store.
Roder is a grandfather of six
and a retired collection agent for
Heller Financial Corp. of Adams
St.

However, he did not acqui re any
Santa traits being a businessman.
Roder went to Santa school for
Western Temporary Services, an
agency that trains Santa helpers
annually to spread the spirit to
shopping ce nters around the
country. He also completed a
four-hour training session for Marshall Fields toleam the tricks of the
Santa trade.
During the session, the prospective Santas learn the correct
answers to questions a child might
ask, like "Santa, if you're in here,
where are yOur reindeer?" Santa
should respond, "My reindeer are

name?" a good Santa should rcpl y,
"Santa Claus." Rules were set.
such as: No smOking, no drinking,
wear proper Santa attire and be
c ourteou s to a ll parents and
children. Saow were also told to
kccp up on the laleSt toys and dolls
many children would ask for.
Upon
. the training ses-

back year after year are now in
high school. Instead of Barbien.
dolls and video games, big kids
come and lean their heavi e r
weights on Roder's knee and say,
'" want a black Corvetle, Sant-ceClaus."
But. "all Santa brings is toys,"
responds Roder.
'" hadaboysay "don'teare,just
make surc Mom and Dad arc okay,
and get some clothes for my
brother.' 'f children could
grow-up like that, the world
would be a beuer place," says
Roder.
One of the greatest experien-

ces Roder has had over the years
has been "taking care of the
handicapped kids. They're just
bubbling over! Having those
kids come up and put their arms
around yOll .. .iI's enjoyab le
knowing you can put some joy

" "

- others graduated as
sions, Bill and
official Santas dressed in their
freshly-groomed red SuilS with
graduation hats and dangling tasscls, and singing Jingle Bells 'till
their cheeks were like roses.
Roder sees up to 500 children at
the museum's annual tea party,
taking many family photos and
saying things like, "Are you helping Mom around the house? Do
you eat your veggies?" About 5060 children plop on Roder's lap
each day at ~hall Fields, where
parents can video tape their
children.
Roder sees some of the same
families every Chrisunas. Some
of the children who have come

in their lives."
One Chrisunas, afler he talked
with a Hulc girl on his lap. her
mother thanked him and told him
that she did not believe her sick
little girl wou!d be there next year.
Once in awh ile, Santa gets to
hold a newborn dressed in a tiny
Santa outfit.
Roder explains that his holidays
as a youth were not so grand.
"When we were smaH, things were
not well ... sad to say my family
never took me down to Fields. to
Roder takes the time out to be
Santa because he wants to make
children happy.
"I have enjoyed it immensely,"
he says with his gentle voice.
Roder truly is a loving and giving
Santa Claus.

Thc 80th Annual (laley Plaza
Christmas Tr ee Lighting
Ceremony was held the day arler
Thanksgiving. A cappella singing
group Tapestry began earolling at
4 p.m., and Director of .special
Events, Jim Sheahan started the
ceremony with a few words at4:30
p.m. Donn y O s mond , Miss
America and Mrs. Illinois were
among the highlights of the event.
The person chosen to light the
tree this year was Cive-year-old,
1994 Easler Seal Child, Mandie
Pisano. The young girl nipped the
switch at 5 p.m.. bringing 5,000
lights to life.
Santa Clause, Ro nald McDonald, characters from the
Goodman Theater's production of
A Christmas Carol and the
Candlclight Theater'S production
of Alice in Wonderland witnessed
the lighting of the tree and circulated throughout the crowd.
Free hot chocolate and candy
canes were s uppli ed by the
Chicago Mcrcy Home for Boys
and Girls.
All of th e annual Chicago

I"

Chrisunas uecs are supplied by the
Bureau of Forestry, according to
Scott. Construction of the tree is
the responsibility of the Department of Sanitation, according to
Terry Lev in, spokesman for
Streets and Sanitation . The
workers take a week to set everything up.
Expenses for the tree are surprisingly low. Levin explain s that
most of the ornaments used in the
past for the tree have been stored
and are reused. The lights are also
saved. The major costs concern
the actual tree and labor nceded to
construct it. The 40 foot tree is
about $2, 870, and the wages paid
out to the workers seuing up the
tree, total about $3,200.
"There is norceord of how much
tourism the tree attracts," according to Rose Farina, Director of
Cultural Affairs.
Special events are not held
around the tree, probably due to
the harsh weather.
Inside the Daley Center, special
program s are held Monday
through Friday.
There is also a cultural information booth in the Center, which
outlines all events for the holiday
season and throughout the year.
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Winter dark, cold causes seasonal depression
Lisa E. Sabo
Sl4ff Writer

When' the sunlight struggles to

linger in late autumn and the wind
from the lake sends you shivering
under the fabric of your clothes. do
you long to hurry home and slip
under your bed covers where it is
cozy and warm? When you come
out of work or school in the eve-

ning a nd the wo rld seems
surrounded in darkncss with only
flashes of light coming from cars
and store windows. do you feci sad
and depressed?
Have you noticed lately that you

arc more tired. feeling so lazy that
you cannot seem to gel a day's
work completed? Are you eating
more meals and gaining more
weight? Do you crave foods rich

in carbohydrates in foods like
pasta. pizza. potatoes and bread?
As the evenings grow colder and

darker than ever. arc you losing
interest in going out wilh friends
and becoming more inclined to
slump in front of the TV for the
night's sitcoms?
If "yes" was your answer to the
above questions, Wen you may
simply have a case of the winter
blues, in which it is difficult for
you to adaptlO the cold, winter air
and darknes s. But if your
sy mptoms are more than mild , and
yo u 're fe eli n g c ompl e tely
dep ressed from November to
February. it is likely that you arc
suffering from a clinical form of
depression caIled S~asonal AJ/ecti.,e Disorder, o r SA .D.
In the spring, S.A..D. symptoms
disappear. lcaving the sufferer as
energctic and healthy as ever, until
the fo llowing autumn when the
majo r symptom s reappear: increased desire to sleep. extreme
lethargy. increased appetite that
leads to weight gain, and sndness
or depression.
According to therapist Dr. Ron
Lebellar1.e. there arc symptoms o f
S.A. .D. that go much deeper than
fati gue and weight gain. A person
suffering from this winter depres·
sion may sometimes experience

feelings of worthlessness. hope·
lessness and contemplation of
death. One can be indecisive and
have the inability to concentrate on
school. work and relationships.
Some S.A.D. sufferers may also
experience great anxiety and inability to cope with stress, have
problems sleeping - often their
sleep is less satisfying and refreshing. There is a decreased interest
in sex and dramatic swings in
mood. However. all S.A..D sufferers Hnd comfort in eating and
drinking. some going for the stash
of chocolate. coffee aod alcohol.
Nearly twenty-five million
Americans feel the affects of
S.A..D.• according to Dr. Noonan
E. Rosenthal. author of S.asons of
th. Mind. Six percent of the U.S.
population suffer from S.A..D .•
while 14 percent suffcc from the
milder condition of the winter
blues. Although many of these arc

men, four times as many women
are likely to be afflicted; adults
the
between the ages of 20 - 40
most susceptible, say. Rosenthal.
Researchers don', know why more
women have the disorder, or
whether the menstrual cycle plays
a role.
What causes S.A.D.? Because
natural light is key in regu1ating
our biological processes, the lack
of sunlight. or shorter hours of
Iigh~ is what causes the disorder.
Sunlight triggers and sometimes
suppresses the secretion of hormones in our bodies. regulating
our daily cycles of Sleeping. eating
and reproduction.
Since researchers have determined that the decreased amount
of sunlight in the winter underlies
the condition. the treatment for
S.A..D. is light treatment should
consider seeing a physician for
light therapy.
.

.,e

Happy Chanukah
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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CARES
Ice skates glide the rink on State
By Suzanne Gorga

51J1f1w, u,

Swish, swish! O1ildren clumsily let go of the side. their parenu
do the same, and an obvious expcn
flashes across the rink.
SIuJIt on SIIJIt. located ncar the
intersection of State 51. and Randolph 51. is open from 9 a.m. to
7:30 p.m. every day. Admission is
frcc. For those who do not bring
their own, skate rental is S3 for
adulL' and S2 for ch ildren under
12. AphotoJ .D.is requ ircdtorenl
skates.
"We have approximately 500
&kates th is year for rental," aaid
Bill Bracken from the Mayoc·. of·
r"",. According to Bracken. all
monies c:ollcctcd go bock into the
rink .
Skotl un Sl4t~ docll not usc It
typical cement foundation 8J other
wting rink.. do. Inlltead, it usc. "
8and b'o:t8C foundation.
Two ehemicall uHCd on the rink
are EaIIy Pi ll Hnd Il"'" Icc. Easy

Fill fills in the crevicc! of the coils
because of the sand basco Base Ice
is a chcmicolthat re nccOJ the sun it keeps the sunlight glare off the
rink.
Every Saturday lind Sunday from
9 a.m. to J I a.m ., the rink hosts
Mayor Daley' s "Learn to Skate on
Stalt " program . Vo luntee r instruc tors ass ist s kating studenu at
that time.
Also. Slwle on S ialt offers ricld
trips fur gmdc SChCXl ) children. ll\c
S4 padwgc includes skate rental
and II txUt IUllcll frolll McDoliald's.
Private partie.Ii nrc also uvailuhlc
in two hour slot.'J from 8 )>.1)1 . to 10
p,m .• or 10 p.m. to midnight. Partie" COIn 5225.
For more infunnution regarding
the cnterUlinrn cllt eac h week at
Slta/~ on Slatt, call the Muyor'"
Offic e of Special Eve n tH at

(3 12)744.(J81 2.
SIuJII

on SIIJII I.

middle o r Murch .

open until the

TOY DRIVE
LWCEMBER 3rd thru DECEMBER 15th

DONATE NL;·W TOYS FOR INFANT CIIIl.DREN THRU AGE 12
DROPOFF
BOXES 1.0CATl'D IN T il E I.OBBY OF WABASII BU ILDING
DONATIONS Wll.l. BENEin'
TAl' ROOTS AND TABATIIA 1I0USE
SPONSORED BY Til E IIOK IN ADVISORY BOARD

-,-, --------------------------------------------WRAPPING PARTY IS SCIIEDUl.ED FOR DECEMBER 16th
I 1:00 - 2:00 p.m.

I la KIN ANNEX
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Marshall Field's on State St. once again bas some of the most flamboyant holiday decorations
In tbe dty.

Cdminals hit unexpecting victims during holidays
. By Geoff Akins
slRffWriu..

'Tis the season to be wary. 1bc
holidays are a time of giving. Unfortunately, there are also those
who will try to take as well.

Holiday crimes are as inevitable as
street corner Santas. Why do
people fall victim to seasonal
scams?
It is simple. Vulnerability.
During the holiday season people
experience slroog emotions which
leave them off guard and less skep.
tical.
Shoplifting is easy under the
cover of a crowd, and with the

sheer number of consumers cramming the stores, shoplifters have a
field day. Department stores do
their best to protect themselves
with uniformed and plainclothes
security guards as well as the latest
in high-tech surveillance cameras,
but year after year losses grow
larger.
Crowds also attract pickpockets. During the hustle and bustle of
holiday shopping, people will not
think anything of the accidenral
bump that sends their wallet into
the hands of Mr. Stickyfingers.
PickpockelS, Iilc:e all thieves, prey
on the easy targelS.
Detective Ellwood Egan, of the
Chicago Police Departmen~ suggeslS common sense should diclate
how to safe-guard against thefL "If
y~'re a man who carries his wal-

IAep Itor.., lucb u MI,nl,aU
held' .. attract llooppen wltb

ImoIo decoratlolll.

let in the back pocke~ take it out
and put in your front pockeL Keep
it where you can feel it.'·
Women are just as vulnerable.
Egan advises females to keep their
purses shut and never leave them
unattended on display cases and
counter tops. PickpockelS often
work in pairs or groups in order to
divert attention.
A popular pickpocket deten)lnt
is a rubber hand around your walleL The friction it creates makes it

harder for someone to remove
from a pocket.
Not even our cars arc safe. For
months prior to the holidays, organized chop-shops steal cars in
order to stockPile pans. These are
then distributed to cold weather
states nationwide during the winter
driving season where there is an
increase in traffic accidents.
Technology has made it easier
for you to be ripped off from the
comfort of your own home. Now
con artists use the telephone in
order to separate you from your
hard earned bucks.
Creditcard fraud rises to doubledigit percentages in the winter
months.
One of the hottest scams right
now involves a call claiming you
have won some valuable
prize... the baiL To receive your
prize there is a simple matter of
verification.
And how do they I.D. you? Why,
they match you to your credit card

number, if you'd be so kind as to
give it to them.
Don't let others Scrooge you
out of your money. Beware of
holiday charities. Bogus charities
multiply during the giving """son.
Make sure you know who you're
dealing with before donating.
"Instead of a happy time it turns
out to be hard for those who don't
have any family, or who are split
up for one reason or another. and
law enforcement people end up
seei ng a Jot of serious crimes
I8king place at this time of the
year," Egan explains.
Such as the midnight call,
where rookies found a double
homicide that started as an argument over who was drinking
whose beer. Or a father and son
altercation over a turkey leg thai
ended in another death. Egan Slates
that year after year it only gets
worse. "It doesn't make sense, but Water Tower Place teem. wltb .boppers on tbe r",.1 dlayoftb., b"lidlay
like it or not that's society and season.
these things will continue until
people stan taking more of an in·
terest in other people and their own
families."
No one is 100 percent safe.
Detective Egan rem embers
responding to a call, years ago,
only to find that it was a depart·
ment store Santa who had been
robbed. He filed his report while
"Mr Claus" continued taking
Chri,unas gift wish lislS from an
unending line of children.
'Tis the season.

A city worker pull up Ugbll on a tree on Monroe SI. The
become a CblcalO bollclay tradition,

~oIiba!,5
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-\ family walking down State St. stops by the numerous windows in festive holiday spirit.

Santa invasion!
Joy Veen
S taff Writ er

You bettcr watch out, you betler
not cry, and I w ill lc ll you why:

Santa is here! Across the U.S.,
Santa has invaded every shopping
mall.
Arc they reall y the homeless and
hungry? How docs onc become a

mall Santa? According to B&B
Promotions, in Northbrook, it' s
not as easy as it seems. Potential
Samas spend at lcasllwo hours in
training and mUSlicarn what not La
say. Santa must never promise
anything to the childre n. Santa
must never be overbearing and he

must stick to generic terms, such as
"!' ll try to gel you that shotg un,"
Santas arc also taught how to put
o n the s uits they must wear on five
hour shifts.

Santas arc hired with several
qualifications. B&B Promotions
tends to hire fri ends and relatives
of prior employees. Sometimes
they run ads in newspapers and
hold interviews. Santas arc hired
based on how many years of experience they have and 'natural,
kind ability.' Their pay rate is also
judged on ex perience and on a
hourly wage.
''These fellahs [Santas] seem to
love it," says Barb of B&B Promotions. "We like to hire people who
reall y like children and enjoy
doing it."
How is it that Santa knows
everyone's name? Docs he really
have a li st of who 's naughty and
who' s nice? Maybe, but Santa's
mall helpers have helpers of their
own. Mall Santa's have helpers
called greeters, who do just thatthey greet children. For example,
a greeter might say "Johnny, why
don' t you sit on Santa's lap and tell
him what a good boy you've been
this year."
"We really want to get across the
holiday spirit," says Barb. "If
every parent and child goes away
with a special feeling, then we
know we havc done our best job
and that's what makes our company a success."

...
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Tree has been in city for years
By Elaine Kramer
Camspondmt

While some historians might
prefer other versions, the tradition
says that Chicago saw its first
Christmas tree in 1804.
That was the year Fort Dearborn

was erected at the southwest corner
of what is now Wacker Dr. and
Michigan Ave., 29 years before

Chicago became a town, another 28
years before the generally agreed
dale that a Christmas tree first appeared in this country.
According to the Chicago Historical Society, on Chrisunas Eve
1804, at Fort Dearborn, the tree was
raised and all assembled in singing
Christmas carols.

The first official Christmas
celebration in Chicago. however,
took place in 1838.
The first official Christmas tree
came to the city in 1913. It was
lighled on Christmas Eve by Mayor

Carter H. Harrison. and was located
in Grant Park, between the Art InstitUIe and the Chicago Athletic
Club on Michigan Ave.
The tree was decorated with 600
varicolored lights. A star of Bethlehem was placed at the top of the
65-foot tree.
A letter was sent to Col. Robert
R. McConnick from Gerhardt F.
Meyne, on Nov. 25, 1929. Mr.
Meyne wrote that he was chainnan

for the committee who assumed
cbarge of the four municipal
Christmas trees. This letler that the
Chicago Parks should be the agency responsible for the Christmas
trees.

The hi sto ry of Chicago's
Christmas tree from 1930 to 1956
is~sketchy.
In 1957, the tree was relocated at
the intersection of Michigan and
C::ongress.
In 1965, the Christmas tree was a

v ictim of wind on Christmas Day.
Chicago's official Christmas tree
that year came to an inglorious end,
as workmen cut up and hauled it
away, long before its scheduled
depanure.
In 1966, the Chrisunas tree made
another move to the Civic Center
Plaza, now the Daley Cemer, the
c urrent home for th e annua l
Christmas tree.
In 1970, a citizen wrote to the
Chicago Tribune, wanting to know
the cost of the city's Christmas tree
at Daley Cenler.
The Chicago Tribune was told by
Jack Reilly, the mayor' s director of
special events, that a citizen was
worned about the cost of the city's
tree. "Big Deal!" he said. "Tell the
citizen, it costs less than one· tenth
of a cent" The Tribune checked the
figures and found that he was offby
20 percent, said Robert Zralek,
General Superintendent of the
Bureau of Forestry.
In 1972, the height of the tree was
93 - 100 feet tall, using 10 I small
trees, 15,000 lights and 12,000 ornaments, with a 5·[oot star at the
top.
The following year, the tree
shrunk and became a victim of the
energy crisis.
In 1982, the tree's location was
changed to the intersection of State
Street and Wacker Drive , North of
the State Street Mall. It was composed of 80-feet of balsam trees
from Merrill, Wis., and was topped
by a 3 foot ·star.
In 1983, the tree was returned to
the Daley Cenler Plaza.
This year, the Chrisunas tree for
the City of Chicago was set up a
week before Thanksgiving. The
tree will be lit the day after
Thanksgiving. ''1bis year's tree is
a single tree around 40-feet-tall,"
staled Terry Levin of streets and
sanitation deparunent.

There are 800,000 hungry people in Chicago.
Help feed the hungry!

COLUMBIA COLLEGE

FOOD

DRIVE

Sponsored by the students, the Chronicle and supported by the Student Life and Development Office
"'Bring non-perishable food from November 29 through December 10 and/or Donate
money. Proceeds will benefit the Greater Chicago Food Depository
"'Volunteer with the Greater Chicago Food Deposito'Y, shelters and agencies_
...Attend a college forum on the social conditions that have created the hunger and
homeless crisis.
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ASSIST IN THIS ENDEAVOR CONTACT
THE STUDENT LIFE & DEVELOPMENT OFFICE, 301-W. Ext. 459
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Columbia phone system is defended
I am responding 10 the letler 10
the editor by Joy Veen, "Phone
system does not help everyone,
openolOrs do not answer," publishedin theNov_22,1993 issue of the
Chronlc/•.

Columbia receives over 400
Idephone calls per hour -- from 8
a.m. 10 7:30 p.m. that's well over
4,000 calls per day. Once during
registration, Columbia received
1,800 telephone calls in one hour.
There are only two receptionists
responsible for answering calls. It
is impossible for every call 10 be
answered by a "living" voice, although we try.

On several occasions . individuals call and ask for
instructors or administrators
without knowing a last name or
what department they need 10 talk
10. This slow down the process of
answering and transferring calls.
In response to Ms. Veen'sclaim
that "every time I have talked to an
operalOr, she has been short with
me, as if I was wasting her time." I
can only say that the longer I am
on the phone with you, the longer
someone else has to listen to a
"dying" voice.

Gloria A. Cruz

Use the" A - word" and bring out the best
At fll'Sl I was going to complain

about one of the news stories from
Nov. 22, 1993, but l found so many
other articles I dislike, I though I
would give you my opinion of the
entire newspaper. First of all, the
news story entitled "High court approves two-parent coneent,"
('Concent' should be 'consent') is
biased right from the start as the
first sentence indicates (Le. "the
Supreme Court delivered a new
blow to young women who seek a
choice for themselves."). The first
part of the last sentence is biased
(i.e. "For women who need help
choosing a reputable c!inic that will
not try to influence you r
decision ...j. News stories are supposed 10 be objective. Also, I
thought one quote was really stupid
. (i.e. "It really irritates me 10 see
men gel involved with the prochoice movement. No one is
burden (sic) by a pregnancy but a
woman. She and noone (sic) else
should decide."). AU I' Usay about
that is, obviously men are involved
in a pregnancy, 100. So they should
be involved with the consequences.
Also, I wish the public relations
major who gave this quote had the
courage to give his/her name. In
sum, this was the worst news story
I have ever read.
The regular articles I dislike
are:"The Buzz" which should go
back to just listing events and not
com menting on them; "Cook's
Comer" which has no business
being in a college newspaper;
"Gimme Shelter" which is probably of interest onl y to a small

minority of students; "Up Closc
and Personal" which also has no
busines s being in a college
newspaper and cheapens it, too;
and "Minority Speak Out" which is
not necessary since you have "Letters to the Editor."
However, I do like: the political
cartoons which are well-done; the
"People You Should Know"
col umn which makes the school
more personal; the editorials which
are interesting; the book reviews
which hopefuUy encourage reading. But I wish you had one or two
regular intelligent columnists.
You claim to be "under new and
better management" I wish you'd
show it.
Sincerely,
Mary Cooper

It came to my auention in the Oct.
II, Vol. 27, #3, issue, editorial on
page 6, that the person who wrote
"Self Serving Beggars Litter
StreelS," John Yesutis,has been undereducated on the subject of the
planet Earth and the people living
on it! Is it really possible for a
person who c la ims to be so
knowledgeable about panhandlers
to be so naive? Is a person walks
down Michigan avenue or Wabash,
or the C.N.W. Metra station on a
dail y basis and sees the same
people day in and day ou~ that person should take a look from afar for
awhile and notice that these people
arc making more money in one day
than many hard working people
like myself or himself. They are a
professional group, though not particularly affiliated, that have made
panhandling a job description and
love naive, neutral thinldng robots

Chronicle response: Thank
you for your critique of ou r
paper and instructions as to the
Ihings Ihal belong in such a publication. Does this mean that you
are an experienced editor/publisher of college newspapers? Try
putting one out before you make
In response to Brad Wilkerson's
such sweeping statements. Also, article "Party is far from over," in
try to rem e mb e r th a t the the Nov. 22, 1993 issue of the
Chronicle is published by slu- Chronicle, I would like 10 educate
dents as part of a lea rnin g Brad and any other ignorant ,
process. Read your local dailies sexually retarded readers that the
and see if the highly paid writers play is not "a spunky comedy" but
and editors are without error! By rather an exploitative, politically
the way, Ms. Cooper the use of damaging farce, i.e. trash! Besides
ofricial Columbia letterhead the fact that as a theatre piece, it
should be limited to official cor- lacks dramatic, intelligent content
respondence.-not as you did for or purpose, the show mocks,
a personalletter-to-the·editor.
degrades and successfull y insults
gay men everywhere.
Mr. Wilkerson reco mmends
Party for "those who are IOtaily out
of touch with the gay community."
As an out and proud fag who works

downtown. As long as the money
comes in and the JX)liceonly shovel
them up and let them out four hours
later after feeding them all at our
expense, of course, why should
they SlOp?
There arc legitimate homeless
people out there and the problem is
how 10 separate the real from the
fake. It is a question I get all the
time since I am a contributing
writer as well as a vendor for
StreetWise. The answer is very
simple yet people are very complicated. First of all, there are many
credible places to give money or
food or your time 10 help the homeless. The street is no place 10 hand
out money because most people do
not have the street smans to pick
who is for real and who is noL If
you want to help someone on the
stree~ offer clothes or food. If that
is refused, forget it. Some of these

professionals are men and women
with kids at their sides using them
as a front 10 get your sympathy and
others with sick family who need
medicine and the money to buy it
Ninety-nine percent ofthesc stories
are complete cah-cah as well as
professional handicap acts. If a
person is really and Obviously
handicapped, they get a check
every month and can get anything
else they need provided for them
through the proper agency. Again,
it's the sympathy play they are
giving you, so don ' t bother. To
these people, I simply say, "sorry
and have a nice day." If you can't
make up your mind as an adult,
sorry buddy, "See ya, I wouldn't
want to be ya."
J oel Alfassa
SlreelWise Vendor #267

Party is an exploitative, damaging farce

No safety in Columbia's security
In response to the ongoing concern of Columbia's security, I
would like to tell of an experience
that I have had. I am a transfer
st uden t and this is my first
semcster here. I had not given a
thought 10 the security, or lack of,
that Columbia provides until
recently.
A couple of weeks ago I was
sitting in the Holdn Center. A loud
conversation ncar the entrance
took. my attention. A man, who I
assume was a student. was telling
another man that she could not
enter the Hokin because it was for
students only. The other man said
that he just wanted to get something to caL The first man again
IOld him that only students were
allowed in the building. He did not
listen and then entered the Hokin.
The man walked through the room ,
loudly asking for money so that he
could get something 10 eat. He
WBI obviously not a student I sat

Beggars arestrret "Professionals"

there quietly hoping that he would
leave or security would come. A
student finally gave the man something 10 eat so he left. What if this
man had a gun? What ifhe felt like
killing someone that day? Things
like that happen al l of the time. I
do not think that the student should
have given this man food because
it will make him come back more
often. Also, a letterto the edilOr in
the Nov. 22 issue stated that it was
not the fault of the security people
that homeless people get into the
school buildings because some of
the students dress like homeless
people. It is not the homeless that
we have to worry about. it is the
every day average Joe. Take a
look at the serial killers. In a populated area, like downtown, there
needs to be better security.
I felt safe at Columbia for a few
short weeks but not anymore.
Chrlsllna Joly

at bridging the gap between the
queer ghetto and assimilation into
a greater, far reaching community
of acceptance, I could not be more
doubtful that Party advances the
queer agenda. I highly discourage
seeing the show for it perpetuates
false stereotypes about gay sexually and further ostracizes us from
mainstream society. Being gay is
a sensibility that is inclusive of
having same sex relations. It is not
just about sex! The playwrigh~
David Dillion, fails 10 acknowledge this truth; thus, his characters
have been written as sexually
cavalier morons. I am embarrassed to think that anyone in their

right mind would assume, think or
speculate that when I go 10 a party
with seven gay frie r-ds we all get
naked, whip cream our bodies, and
do jumping jacks. I'm sure il has
happened -- not beeause ' the participants
were
gay;
sophomorically liberating perhaps, but most likely repressed
(IOmalO,lOmoto).
In the future, MI. Wilkerson
should write with greater responsibility 10 his readers, sparing them
subjection to articles with such
inept awareness.
Alan Rob •. ge
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By Michel Schwartz

i n ~(X:urily

Production Editor

rage can be related La by individuals from all cultures and
genders, it was wriuen to be per-

Writer Ntozakc Shangc docs a
superb job describing the fear,

about onc's idcnuty and

fonned by "colored girls." The

co urage. shame, pride. anger,

actual poem was written in "black

serenity. sadness and joy anyone
who has ever lived feels in her

dialect" and the poet describes the
physical fcatmes that make her an

choreopocm

for colored girls

who have considered suicide I

when the rainbow is emif. Unfor tuna tely, the " color-bl ind
casting" approach director Phyl-

li s E. G riffi n chose with th is
production doesn' t work.
Although the issues touched in
t h is play , in c luding s ui cida l
l'oughfS, abortion, sex uality, rape, .

African-American woman. It is

difficult to comprehend the statement , " I hate to be sorry and
colored at the same time. The. two
arc so redundant in the modem
world," w hen they come from the

only identified by the color or her
dress. Costume designer Virgil
Sanner' s judgement to vary the
styles of lhe d resses worked well.
Lady in Brow n (Siiri Scott)
began the performance with an
over-dramatic monologue pleading for the audience to "s ing a
black girl's song." The audience
was still too unattached to the
characters in the play at this time
to comprehend the meani ng of
th is monologue with the extra
serv ing o f me lodra ma it was
delivered with. SCOLt performed
well in her other monolog ues,
though the star of this produc tion,
Lady in Grecn, (Dorcas Maria
Johnson) didn' 1 even speak until
after the midway-point of the
play, but when she recited her
piece, "somebody almost ran off
with all of my s tuff," she stole the
show wi th her powerful voice,
both singi ng and speaking, as
well as her superb dancing.
Choreographer Kimosha Murphy did a fine job constructing
dan ces that acc e ntuat e th e
Africa n-America n tone in the
poem , but they were probably a
little too modern for a play that
premiered in 1979.
Once again, this chorooJX>Cm
crosses boundaries in itself; it docs
not need "cross-cuhural casting" to
then rc-cross boundaries.

jor colored girls who con·
side red suicide I when the
rainbow is enuj

by Ntozake Shange

Director: Phyllis E. Griffin
DePaul University Merle Res-

mouth of an American woman of
European ancestry.

kin Theatre, 60 E. Balbo Dr.
through Dec. 12. Tickets $5 -SIO.

Each character in the performance remains nameless and is

tions. call: (3 12) 362-8455.

Fo r show times and rcserva·

WIN A PAIR OF FREE
TICKETS (TWO PAIRS TO BE
GIVEN AWAY) TO SEE:

DIRECT FROM BROADWAY...
THE COMEDY HIT OF THE YEAR!
FREDDIE
ROMAN

MAL Z.
LAWRENCE

DICK
CAPRI

LOUISE
DUART

IN

"YOU'LL LAUGH TILL YOU HURT!"
-JOEL SIEGEL, ABCTV

A flying Pan
Re viewed b y Joseph
Schrank
Features Editor

Cemer TIleater's production of
the c lassic Peter Pall was dealt a
stunning blow when Robin Will,
originally cast as Peter, suffered an
achilles tendon strain one week
prior to the play's opening. This
forced a delay unti l Nov. 29.
It was evident that the short time
the cast had to prepare with the
new Peter (Kimberly Berg) j ust
wasn' t s uffi cient to build a real
Che mistry with the pivotal character.
The play beg ins in the home of
the Darling famil y, in the bedroom
o f the children. Peter comes 10 the
room in the midd le of the night 10
find his s hado w a nd ta lks the
c h ild re n into co min g bac k to
Ne ver la n d wi t h hi m . We ndy

(Juliet Cella) commands the stage
with her brilliant presence and

Michael (Ann Noble) shines as the
young, quirky boy. John (Keith
Irace) ba lances the two flamboyant
c haracters with a more subdued
performance.
In Neverland the audience find s
the Lost Boys, Peter's vagabond

family. Slightly (Ramona Curtis)
and Toodles (patrick McCartney)

Ba rrie's Peter Pan.
more g laring than in the fi ght scene
between Peter and Hook. It was
pitiful.
All turns o ut well wh en the
children return home and bring the
Lost Boys wi th them. Only Peter
remain s in Nevcrland , never to
grow up.
In spite of Berg's weak performa nce wh ich s hou ld certa inl y
improve with time, this prod uction
is definitely worth see ing. T he
direction of Dale Calandra was
brilliant, as was the costume and

scene design by Gayland Spauldin g and Th o rn Bumbl a us kas
respectively.
All the pieces arc there and if
Berg reaches stride this will be a
fan tastic production.

give great performances.
In steps the notorio us Captain
Hook (Dan laMorte), looking to
kill Peter Pan. Peter c ut o ff Hovk' s
arm in an earlier battle. LaMo rte is
commanding in his pcrfonnanceas
the Captain , which is a very importa nt ingred ient to a s uccess ful
Peter Pan.
Now here is the lack of chem istry

Peter Pan

by J.M. Barrie
Director: Dale Calandra

Center Theatre, 1346 W.
Devon

Open-ended run
Thurs. - Sat. at 8 p.m. and
times vary on Sun.
For ticket information, call:

(31 2) 508-5422

DON'T MISS THE
HIT COMEDY THAT
IS A TRIBUTE TO
THE AREA THAT
SPAWNED AMERICA'S
FUNNIEST
ENTERTAINMENT
Name the following comedians that all started in the Catskills.
Fill in the letter that answers the question.
I. Staged a recent Broadway comeback and national tour
with his one man show.
2. Created the character of the "10,000 Year Old Man."__
3. Shared a bill with Imogene Coca in "Your Show of Shows."_
4. Famous for the line "Can We Talk?" _ _
5. Famous for the movies he directed and starred in that are
set in New York City. __
6. Known as " Mr. Television."
7. Had his own late night talk show that was on the evenings
opposite "The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson." __
8. While celebrated for his film career, he will always be
known for the telethon he hosts every Labor Day.
9. Made this line famous: "I never had a dinner!"
I O. Starred in "Mr. Saturday Night," which is based upon a
fictional Catskills comedian. __
II . Made this line famous : "Take my wife, please." _ _

a . Sid Caesar
b. Jackie Mason
c . Milton Berle
d. Joan Rivers
e . Red Buttons
f . Billy Crystal
g . Mel Brooks
h . Woody Allen
i. Joey Bishop

j. Henry Youngman

k . Jerry Lewis

7 PERfORMANCES ONLY ' DEC, MBEK 27- ! ANUARY I
>~ ~:

SPE CI AL NEW YEAR ' S EVE SHOW , FEATU RING A PRE· SHOW . _~
OESSERT RECEPTION , FOllOW EO BY A CHAMPA GNE TOAST •

Fill and bring, no later than Friday
Dec 10 at noon to :
The Chronicle

623 S . Wabash Suite 802
B f.:lll1n\ II h

CHlt: :\ C;O

OHUBffiT
••••••••••

GROUP OISCOUIITS<3121 977-171 0 _
NEW YEAR'S E'IE DI/iIIER PACKAGES (3121977·170 I "-'

~
••••••••••
22 WEST MONAOESTREET

Name

Address
Phone
Favorite Chronicle Section

On l y en t ries i n t h e
Chro n icle office by noon
o n Friday will be eligi bl e
f o r t he dr a wi ng . Ans wers
must be cor r ect . ,Drawing
will b e held on Monday
Dec . 1 3th , names of
wi nners will be posted by
5 p . m. Wi n ners need not
be present . Tickets are
valid for Mon . Dec . 27 ,
Tue. Dec. 28 , Wed . Dec .
29 and Thur. Dec . 30 .
Curtain time 7 : 30 p . m.
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University boils beneath surface
By Bethany Geisler

Sla// wriur

"Intense,'" the audience murmurs, as they watch the ins ide
story life unfOlding in George and
Martha's living room of Edward

Albee' s drama Who's Afraid Of
Virginia woolf?
The stage is set for the boxing
match betwee n Nick (Peter
Hobert) and Honey (Carri levinson) the newest faculty couple at
New Carthage University, and
George (Ted Rube ns tei n) and.
Martha (Joann Montemurro).
Martha's father is the president of
the university, and George is a
professor of history. No one is
spared from the cruel wit of
George and Martha George calls
his wifea slut, who lives her "nothing" life through a liquor bottle,
implies sexual encounters between
Martha and their son. Martha who
thinks her husband a wasted,
spineless, fat, murderer, implies
that he's not the father of their son.
Nick and Honey knew each

other from me time they were six or
sevenyear.;oId,andgrewuptogethe.-.
Nick had his MA by 19, Honey had
an hysterical pregnancy, so they got
married presuming to carry on lheir
perfectly "happy" lives.
Martha and George manipulate

s traightens his tie to leave, but a
glass of bourbon keeps slipping
into his hands as his dignity keeps
slipping away. No one is allowed
to leave until all realities arc shattered.
George convinces Nick to play a

the fresh couple with liquor and
stage a perfonnance of their own
disastrous lives to get at the filth

game, the laner not knowing it's
like Russian rouleue.

underlying the new couple's mar-

Martha calls George a murderer,
implying he's the man who killed

riage.

his parents. Nick is assured the

Martha,

being

the

President's daughter, seduces the

way to get ahead in the University

young faculty member, trying to
smear his reputation along with

is to sleep with the president's
daughter. Nick and Martha

making George jealous. George

stumble on the couch and go to the

manipulates Nick's young mind

bedroom; he can't perform, and to

and ego with a story of a boy who
murders his mother and father and
supposedly is locked away in an
asylwn, and then asks how Nick
plans to get ahead in the sehool.
Honey, blind to all reality except
the one created in her mind years
ago is giggling away eithe.- puking
herstomachuporpassedoutonthe
bathroom floor. The connection
between alllhe personas is the liquor table. Nick continually

the battlefield they return.
George tells of a father who
could care less if his only child a
daughter lives or dies . Nick, a
trapped rat, is crushed with the
reality lhat Martha is not a connection to getting ahead.
In what realities do these characters live? Wbose truth's do they
live by. There is not a beginning,
or ending, only a continuation of
the cycle. We learn the facades

Peter Hobart.
people put forward to survive in
their delusional worlds.
The acting was incredible. The
line between Joann Montemurro
and her charocter Martha was invisible. Ted Rubenstein as George
was complete in composure, pace
of language and movemenl The
energy was thrust upon the up
close audience and left US silent.
dazed, and amazed. If thought

provoking. entrancement is what
you enjoy from theatre, this is one
nOl to miss.

Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?
Written by Edward A1hee
Raven Theatre - 6931 North

Clarlc Street through Dec. 19.
Thurs-Sat 8 p.m., SlDl3 p.m.
TicketsSI2-S I5.

Box office (312) 338-2177

WIN A PAIR OF FREE TICKETS TO THE
VICTORY GARDENS PRODUCTION OF
DEED OF TRUST

Don't miss the last three shows of our 20th Anniversary Season:

•

Deed Of Trust by Claudia Allen
A story of a Michigan famil y split apart over the inheritance of the family farm
written by the Jeff Award-winning playwright of The Lollg Awaired and Srill Warers.
Previews December 3; Opens December 9 and runs through January 16

Michael, Margaret, Pal & Kate by Michael Smith and Peter Glazer
with music by Michael Smith. a star of the Lincoln Avenue folk scene .
Smith's songs and storie< weave a wonderfull y toUC hing tale of his s isters and their
lives before and after a family trugedy.
Previews January 2X; Open s February 3 and runs through March ()

Gel Ready by Jaye Stewart and Joe Plummer with mus ic by Joe Plummer
A so ulful tale of a past-their-prime R&B quintet who try to' once again "go on lOur".
While relearnin g their golden sounds and their smooth moves. they reignite old
conflic ts and remember vivid ly why they broke up.
Previews May 13; O pens May 19 and runs through Jun e IY

C871-3000::>
STUDENT RUSH TICKETS AVAILABLE
One Half-Hour Before Curtain with Valid Student 1-D_
Located at 2257 North Lincoln Avenue, in the heart of Lincoln Park.

"

Eou Fu T '93 is a Hmust'" {'\'('nt for school administrators. fa culty, suIT and

students. Enjoy a f{"Sliva l of savings and infom13tion·fllled d3)'5 with more

Bring a picture of a farm, farm animal, farm building or farm family to The Chro"icle
office by Thursday Dec. 9 at 5 p.m. Staple it to the entry form below and qualify for
tbedrawing to be held on Monday Dec. 13, names of winners wiII be posted by 5 p.m.
Winners need not be present.
The Chronicle
623 S. Wabash Suite 802
Name

Address
Phone
Favorite Chronicle Section

"'0"
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exhibitors, de monstrations and blt'ak·out sessions condlKl {'d by It'3JlI1g l'JIIl3t\'TS
PIONEER

LOTUS

AMERI CAN POWER

CLARIS BAUDVILLE
TilE LEARNING COMPANY

Bring yo ur schooll D or pUlchase order to take ad van tagf' of special educatilln;al
disco un ts on computer soft wa re anJ acc('SSori t'S. Plan to a\tend exclling h;anqu('{
se-ssions featu ri ng enligh tt'mng ~p<'{"dl('s by nationally-known N.luca\ors
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(Amy Pietz) is the daydreaming
tcc nager with a special affcction
for a native. Thcmba .
It's the second daughter, Ruth ,
thro ugh which Mills brings the
conniCLto the story. She lurns up
pregnant and Thcmba is r.on ~
sidcrcd mos t like ly to be the
culprit
Noth ing could be farther from
the truth. Esther McCormick is
brilliant as Margaret, who lums
her back to lhe molestation of
Ruth by John.

Shipwreck doesn't
hold water
Reviewed by JosephSchrank
Fftl lurtS Editor

Raven ThCSlf'C kicks off its 9394 "Shorlies Series" wi th the
world premiere of South African
playwright P:uncla Mill s' Scelle
OfS hipH·nck. Thescrics is dedi c:.ltOO 10 giving new and mrciy
secn works of theater the opportu nity to run without fcar of
c('mmercial failure.
Shipwreck tells the story of a
family'S struggle to survive in the
h:lCSh lnndsc.'\pc of South Africa.

Da phne is in her own lillie
wo rl d, ea ting chocolates .uuJ
sneak ing calls to her estro nged

my

Toh, (Ray Wild) aod Margarel
,Esther McConnick) own a dry

Walen in Sune of Shipwreck .

goods store that is barely able to

The couplc hns been beatcn
down by many years of the hard
life "on the Innd". John is a bitler
man and takes oul his frustmtions
on every member of the fam il y.

be supponed by the native commu,lity. John damns the locals for
buying on credit while lhe good
!la' nul Margaret tries to crack
00\10 but always givcs in 10 their

D3pho e (Die rd re Walers)
relurns home afier a bad marriage
with an abusive husband. Ruth

dc.~pcrnle

need for goods they
:.'fl ' t alford.

husband.
Everyone in the fami ly knows
what is goi ng on bu t Mi lls is
masterful in the denial of D a phn~
and Margaret as to what is reall y
happening. In some of the most
powe rful sce nes Daphn e and
Margaret arc sidelined wi th their
backs turned to the action but
their presence is sti II secn :tnd
fe lt.

WIN A PAIR OF FREE TICKETS TO

Mills u s c of symbolism
throughout the production can be
at times annoying. This reviewer
thought it was a liU..Ic much. What
can ' t be denied though is Mills

strong views on racial tensions
and incest.
Overa ll , th e ac ting in thi s
production was below par with
the exception of M cCormick.
Howe ve r . thi s s to r y a s a
screenpl ay has great potential.
For $5 tho ugh, o ne can ' t go
wrong as the Raven extends iLWlf
to h ~l p th is production along. The
set and scene design by C. Edd
Luk ens was sa ti s fac tory and

ler and Kenny Williams
respectively were more lhan ac··
commodating.

Ipwrcc
cenc
by Pamela Mills
Directed by Tom Drummer

Raveo Thealre 6931 N. Clark
Stlhrough Dec. 15
Suo., Tues., aod Weds. 8 p.m.
$5.

Bo< office (31 2) 338-2177

WIN FREE TICKETS
READ THE CHRONICLE

li:.g_h_oo..:g:..a_O_d_SO_U_O_d_b:..Y_S_le_ve_G_US_-_.!:",=:;========~
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WIN A PAIR OF FREE TICKETS TO
TOUCHSTONE THEATER'S
PRODUCTION OF

-,

THE LITTLE PRINCE

"Emotional Gold"
"A Shining Star"

THE QUEEN OF BINGO

-Chicago Tnbune

BE A WINNER!

"Magic"

AT THE HOTTEST, HIPPEST NEW COMEOY IN THE lOOP!

-Sun Times

It's About Laughter! It's About Family!
It's About Bingo!
CALL NOW FOR TICKETS!
ow

P L AYING

THE CONGRESS HOTel

(312)902·1500
..
'1fJ" ~(;"' .'."" ~=':'~~'!I r ~

GROUP DISCOUNTS 1312)3 48·7563
Audience members play an actual game of BINGO to win
a FREE frozen turkey at every show!
Simply bring a bmgo card (a hand drawn rae, illTile i, aeceplllhle) s llIplcd 10 Ihe
coupon tx:low 10 Th e Chmnide office by Dec. 10 aT nooll . Drawi ll!! wi ll be hel d
o n Monday Dec . 13th, nameS "rwillner. will tx: posted by S p.llT . Wlllller. lIeed
not be pre"",,!.

Brillg " piclure or your little: pri nce to TIt _ Cltrolticlll
office by T hursday o.:c. 9 at 5 p.m . Staple it to the
entry 1'0011 be lo w und qua li ry fi r the drawing to be held
0 11 Mo nday Dec. 13, nllme: ' o r winnet'S will be po ted
by 5 p.m. W innors need not be present.

Th. Chronicl.

Th. Chron i cl.

623 S . Waba.h Suite 802

62 3 S . Wabaah Sui te 802

NaIM

MaIM

Addr •••
Phone
Favo r ite Chronic le Sec t i on

Addre ••
Phone
ravorite Chronicle Section
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Piano needs

WIN A PAIR OF TICKETS TO A SPECIAL
ADVANCE SCREENING OF MGM'S

Reviewed by Andrew
Peters
C,qrreSpondUlt

SIX DEGREES OF
SEPARATION

Awash in the colors and mood of
an underwater world down under.
The Piano is the breath-taking
masterpiece director Jane Campion has long held to the heart.
Though not earth-shauering, the
film breaks from the fonnulaic

conventio ns of Hollywood to
meander through a laborious yet
operatic plot,
Ada (Holly Hunter) arrives in the

mid-nineteenth century remote
New Zealand bush with her
daughter and piano to an ammged
marriage to Stewart (Sam Neill).
Ada is mute, but seems to speak.

through her vivacious piano p.laying. However, w~en her ~lan~
winds up in her neighbor Bamc~
(Harvey Keitel) hands, she IS
forced to give him "lessons" to
u}gain the instrument-her pas-

sion and voice-one key per
session.
The primitive bush and Vicurian customs provide a polarized
setting for the contrived sexual
relationships in the ensuing love

and lust triangle. The intimate excursions are temporal and lead to
frustrating complications that
demand solution.
Australian Campion's vision is
refreshing and enlightening, but
also subtly disturbing, as her atypical pe"P""tive and styling explore
unfamiliar settings, her films
seems to either alienate or enrapture audiences. Campions films
~re feminine but far fro m feminist.
The Piano's uncommon sexuality,

~eturn

si lently conveyed from a female
perspective, may speak louder to
one-half of the audience. The
bizarrely abusive relationships,
from voyeurism to Bobbitt-esque
aggression, is not tantalizing or
repulsive as much as it is unexpected. Romantic motivatio~s
aside, this is not a love story. TIus
is not a story you have seen before.
The battie for Ada's heart is not as
difficult and prominent a theme as
her suuggle to overcome her dispositions to realize and conquer
het passions.
While the plot has its lulls, the
production is entirely fantastic.
Stunning cinematography paints
exquisite watercolor compositions. Minimalistic scenes of
Ada's piano playing on New
Zealand's sillcy beach are awally
majestic. TIle affectinR score and

piano pieces perfonned-brcathe the
film's real life and builds emotions
throughout.
Perfectly matched images and
symbolism painstakingly completes a powerful and cohesive
Uleme. Campion never r~s1S on
convention and continuously
s hocks a udiences around each
tum.
Hunter and Campion should not
be surprised to see Oscars next to
their premier awards won at Canncs. Hunterconveys more emotion
than any actress this year-and
without saying a word. Empathetic
audiences are entranced by her
performance. Although Campion
has proved her ingenuity wiUl her
brilliant independent films, the
quirky Sweetie and th e darkly
poetic Angel at My Table, The
Piano will be the film to convert
the masses.

to reaI.fa,mily values

Reviewed by Lisa
Ramirez
Correspondtnt

The seQuel syndrome ... sometimes it works, sometimes it
doesn't and sometimes it really
bombs! But for the director of
Addams Family Values (Barry
Sonnenfeld), this sequel holds a
defmite possibility of surpassing
the original.
What works for the flIm this
time around is that it brealcs to
each part of the family and the
. tunnoil each is going through,
unlike the fm;t which seemed to
revolve around Uncle Fester
(Christopher Lloyd) and Gomez
(Raul Julia). As expected Addams FamUy Values starts out
grim and dark, but slowly unravels into a darkly humorous and
an unexpected, good actionpacked fibn.
,
The story begins when Morticia (Anjelica Huston) finds
h<lself "in the family way" and
gives birth to the newest edition,
Pubert. Justa bit of trivia for you,
the role of Pubert (a son) was
actua1ly played by twins Kaitlyn
and Kristen Hooper (girls). This
sparks some unorthodox and
sadistic sibling rivalry for Wednesday (Christina Ricci) and
Pugsley (Jimmy Workman).
Enter the nanny Debbie Jollinsky
(Joan Cusack) who almost 100perfectly comes into the picture.
But she has some underlyi ng in·
lentions, which include having
the naive and lone ly Uncle Fester

FILL IN THE FORM BELOW AND DEPOSIT IT IN THE
CHRONICLE OFFICE, WABASH BLDG. ROOM 802 BEFORE 5
PM . ON FRIDAY, DECEMB ER 10. 40 WINNERS WILL BE
PICKED AT RANDOM ON MONDAY, DECEMBER 13. WINNING
NAMES WILL BE POSTED BY 5 PM. THAT DAY AT THE
CHRON ICLE. WINNERS NEED NOT BE PRESENT AT THE
DRAWING.
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Stop, I'm Bleeding by The Hidden
Reviewed by Grisel A, Acosta
Sllifl Writtr

fall in love with her.
When Wedn es day and
Pugsley's attempts to rid themselves of Pubert fai l, they are
unwillingly forced to endure a
stay at an over privileged and
snobbish s ummer camp. It is at
this point where the dark. humor
and entertainment o f the film
really begins. Sonnenfeld's
dinecting comes through in this
movie. and never lags anywhere.
Each scene leads into the next and
virtually takes the audience
through each inc ident. The
audience even gets a bit of a "history lesson" along the way as
Wednesday and company write
and perform their own

There is only one phrase that can
come to mind when listening to the
new album Stop,l'm Bleeding. by
The Hidden: Stop, I'm dying! An
album of music should take the
Thanksgiving.
listener on a journey to places that
If all sequels made can be as he or she has never been. This CD
impressive as this one, maybe definitely takes you on a journey.
there is fmally a remedy for the hut it is terribly similar to those
sequel syndrome "bomb".
agonizing moments at a concert
spent lis te ning to the opening
ms Pam 'Y alues
band, hoping that the "real" band
Paramount Pictures
will come on soon.
Directed by Barry Sonnenfeld
The Hidden is composed of
Cast:
Brian McNally's vocals, Xavier
Monicia Addams - Anjelica
Thomas Skroch (rhymes with
Huston
"crow" ) on guitar, Zachary Webb
Gamez Addams - Raul Julia
on bass guitar, and Erik Peterson
Uncle Fester - Christophcr
on drums. The group is relatively
Lloyd
new, Iiaving started in 1989. They
DcbbieJellinsky - Joan Cusack have already recorded with Steve
Rated PG-13
I' Albini of Big Black, and Chuck
Now playing at theaters
Uchida of De/oliants.
everywhere
I The major problem w ith the
album is that there is a lack of
experimentation on it. The group
defmitely stays true to its punk
rock roots, but they don't offer
much that is new. They need to be
more daring. At times, Webb's
hass can barely even be heard.
Two of the beuer lnIcks on the

\\T\ FREE 'IO\'IE A:\D TIIEATRE TICKETS
READ TilE E:\TERTAI:\,'IE:\T PAGES OF THE

~

album arc My Roadie Joined the
Rodeo and Swell. The fust of the
two begins with a simple bass line
which then gets s la s h e d by
Skroch's country-style melody.
McNally's vocals sound great on
this song. Later in the cut, there is
a lot of intricate guitar that proves
these guys aren 't untal e nted.
"Swell" begins with some weird
muffled dialogue, claiming it
believes in every slimy, putrid
thing. McNally yells and whines
that it's "swell to be alive when
time is on my side." The song has
more going for it than most of the
oUler tracks.
But those two songs have already been released hefore. Out of
the new material, there is only one
song that shows promise: "Sleep
Spoons." It starts off with it's
melancholy tune and builds the intensity as it goes along.
Even though The Hidden do
show some talent here and there,
that in not enough to carry an entire
album. For the most part, the vocals are off-key and the music is
slow-moving. It doesn ' t go
anywhere. Perhaps this has been
the history of most punk hands, but
now we demand something more.
Skroch is the quartets forte; therest
should follow his lead.

~1'eeHe
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LemonHeads
rock the Riviera
Reviewed by Scott Molenhouse
SlAlfWrit«

On Friday, November 19, The
Lemonheads came to town to play

before a sold out Riviera Theatre.
Opening for the Lemonheads
were the bands Magnapop and
Redd Kross. Redd Kross really set
the mood for lite Lemonheads as

they played a }X>wcrful and energcUc half-hour set that had the
crowd really in a frenzy as lItey
danced to songs off their latest
album, "Phaseshilter."

But lhc excitement of the crowd
was elevated even more when
Evan Daado and his Lemonheads
took the stage. The Lemonheads
are a three-piece outfit originally
from Boston, wbocame together in
1986 and have six albums out
They are led by guitarist/vocalist
Evan Dando who is the only
original Lemonhead remaining.
The Lemonheads play mostly
happy sounding pop with a hint of
country in lIteir sound. Though the
Lemonheads music has basically
made it into the main stream
market with their last album. uJt's
a SMIM about Ray" . the umon-

heads started as an indie-lable
lenniferGreencis the lead singer
band playing mo stly hardcore in The Eyes and her voice is soothpunk before lIteir sound graduated ing sending the listener into a
trance. Greene describes the eyes
to mainstream power-pop.
The Lemonheads played a very as "peering behind and before
powerful hard-driven set that had from sky, from earth floor enthe audience moving a nd body veloping eyes uncovering roots
surfing throughout the show. peeling skin, exposing core revealThey played a great variety of ing each seed, each sin, each
songs both old and new. The joy ,..omniscient eyes."
The song begins with the soft
Lemonheads sounded grea~ willt
"The Great Big No" off ~etr ~w playing of the guilar, which saves
album, but they really hit Slrlde this song because it is not well
with the song, '?,!to Your Arms" written or choreographed. The ·
as Dando was lamed onstage by lyrics describe a dream like vision
the song wnter, Robyn St. Clare. of the eyes and how they are "eterAfter I3 songs the concen was nal always watching," but because
abruptly halted as Dando told !he they do not express the mselves
audience that he would be back in ·fully, it is difficult for the listener
• minute. Dando came back willt to understand the message the
what appeared to be a beer in his group is attempting to convey.
hand and told the audience, " You
know how after you puke you feel
better?" But even after Dando's
allcged vomitting, lite band continued to play on, delivering a
moving version of " Down About
If' and also a great version of
" Dawn Can't Decidt. JJ For the encore, Dando cameonstage solo and
delivered an acoustic version of
the bubbly sounding "Being
Around."
Another World is a song about
The Riv was packed on this two people who have met before in
night and it moved and swayed all another world. "Did I know you?
night long as the umonhtads Should I care? Long before in
seemed to be the candy everyone another world, strange adventures
in my mind, dreams we shared in
had !he taste for.
another world, long before in
another world" This song is better
!han The Eye., vocally it is refined
Reviewed by Gina Reyes and the writing was improved,
st.ffWri1er
slightly.
Prophecy i, a young band with
Chicago's hope for musical capabilities of making it big some
talent has thrust a new band, time in the music scene. The lisProphecy, into the music scene. tener believes if the group had well
Michelle, Stephanie, Jennifer, written songs that made some
and Brian Greene make up litis sense lItey can make it vocally.
young alternative band, which On the CD cover it states
began in Chicago.
"Prophecy want s to thank
The Eyes and Another World everyone who believes in their
are two songs that will debut with vi sion ," and the reviewer contheir soon to be released album cludes many people will not be
Cape Of Hope.
able to share lIteir vision.
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DECEMBER lO ...NO WAY...WAY!!!
Join the turbulent world of Wayne and Garth and enter a WAYNE'S
WORLD 2 trivia contest, and you could win a WAYNE'S WORLD 2
poster and either a hat or "THE OFFICIAL WAYNE'S WORLD 2
drumsticks from Regal TIp."

The Eyes by Prophecy

Have
You
Got
Problems?
Cook 'em

Out

TO ENTER: answer the trivia questions at the bottom of the page and
submit them to the paper's office no later !han Thursday, Dec. 8.
CONTEST RULES: No purchase necessary. 25 winners, selected from
all correct entries will receive the WAYNE'S WORLD 2 posters, and 5

GRAND prize winners will receive either a hat or 'The Official Wayne's
World 2 drumsticks from Regal Tip." Drawing will be held on Friday,
Dec. 10, at the Chronicle Office. Winners ' names will be posted by 5
p.m.
CONTEST QUESTIONS:
I) What town do Wayne and Ganb come from?
a) Beverly Hills, b) Madison, c) Aurora, d) Chicago
2) What is the name of Wayne's girlfriend?
a) Tracy, b) Ashley, c) Patty, d) Cassandra
3) What is Wayne and Ganb's favorite band?
a) Poison, b) Metallica, c) Aerostrtith, d) Neil Diamond
4) . Who is Ganh's fantasy girl married to in ",allife?
a) Chevy Chase, b) Bill Murray, c) Rob Lowe, d) Dan Aykroyd
5) What is the name of the doughnut shop Wayne and Ganb frequented?
a) Dunkin' Donuts, b) Barry's, c) Mikita's, d)Winchell's
Name
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Upper Limbo by
Ken Nordine

~t~
Bjork / Ultramine at Park West

Reviewed by Andrew
Rohan
Corrtspcmdmt

At a time when the record industry pushes the resurgence of
'60s rock and the spoken word verSUS the sung word, a landmark CD
emerges that conquers both.
Recorded live at Chicago's Vic
Theater, Ken Nordine's Upper tional musical structure with his
Umbo will hone its way well into unique Lyric Storytelling format.
The genre failed to generate
the 21st century.
Nordine is backed by the wide exposure or big sales, howc!andestine freeform group. ever. The record industry scathed
Nordine's Lyric Storytelling for- promotion due to the structure exmatand the ensembles avant garde ceeding the three chord
musical style vie for attention progression favorable for executive big wigs to risk big bucks.
throughout the disc.
Until now. Nordine sat in on a
Nordine's Iyries and thundering
voice often win. His aristocatic few of the Grateful Dead's
windpipes demand an attentive notorious New Year's Eve shows
car. The opine track, AI· in San Francisco. An embryonic
p/tIIbetlNumber cajoles; "A: is a bond was formed. The Dead 's
sound man, Dan Healy arranged
lWO story tent/B: is a double D ... ,"
The finale, Island, holds a for- for long time admirer Jerry Gareia
midable tone as he exults the to sit in and record Devout
couplet; "You can try like a fool to Calalysl, Nordine's first disc on
be whitt your not/fhe island you . Grateful Dead records.
Hence, Upper Limbo is the ferget is the island you got."
Meanwhile, the freeform group vent historical culmination of the
calls for the listeners ear with its story.
loose improvisational zest
The ensemble includes
Chicago's top artists; Howard
Little Dark Mansion
Levy, synthesizers and hannonica;
by The Harvest Ministers
Kristan (Ken's son) Nordine,
Moog synthesizer and searing
Reviewed by Gina
eleclric guitar. These two provide
Reyes
a deft aunospheric dimension to st4ff Writer
the potluck mix. Bonnie Herman's
The Harvest Ministers give a free
vocal adds an empathetic counterpoint to Ken's voicc. And Eric
flow of ~ony. and its own .in"Homqerg plays Bass and Trumpet.,... . strumental" tdenltly. Songs lik~
P-at"""'Methany's drummer, Paul
G~y Matters,.R31lroaded, Fo~elt
'Wertico and drummer Jim Hines
Tnals, and Little Dark Mansion
ad!! bravado, driving the quintet . give this CDa ear-soothing sound.
'i<Mijiper llilt"bQ'. (The CD Was~~ -WIth Its rythmlc sounds:and conrecorded- in two shows, Wcrtico
s l~n.t play~ul Im agl,natlOn.
.an the fllSt, Hines on the second)
Wilham Memman, who wrote all
Nordine' s Public Radio show
the songs for the group, also plays
11as been aired for decades. He
the guitar and vocals. Merriman's
raised some executive eyebrows
scratchy and soul soothing voice
when he created "WordJazz," a
came across as a unique and joyful
combination of 'loose improvisasurprise, in an industry where there

is hardly any originality. Merriman breaks the barrier, coming
out with a identifiable voice, this is
what gives this CD a sound of its
own.
Aingeala de Burca delivers an
inspired solo in I Hang From A
Great Big Oak. This gave the
reviewer an idea of versatility of a
band of this kind of talent.
Drummer, Pat Dillon and bass~st, Brian Foley and Aingeala de

Reviewed by Carey
Arnholt
514ft Writer

The night of the Bjork I
Ultramarine concert has finally
come. It's only 6:15p.m., at least an
hour before the show. yet anxious
fans crowd the lobby of the Parle
West and spill out onto Armitage
Street. Someone offers $100 for a
scalped tickel It's going to be a
beautiful nighl
Once inside. the Park West all
but stands at luxurious attention;
the domed ceiling providing just
enough light to leave the room
seductively dim and brewing with
enthusiasm.
First up, Ultramarine sets the
too cool, laid-hack mood of the

Burea make the song Oominque
ambient. Dominque find s itself
entranced by the heavy beating of
Dillon's drumming, a very uecp
and powerful beginning, and the
bass gives this song its own conviction. Padraig McCaul with his
mesmerizing saxophone give evening. The five-man British
DO'11inque beauty ~nd a feeling of band plays a smooth flowing fivesong flfSt set. Cool-cats crawl on
th ' prowl through the night-time
ci Y. purring rhythms and heavy
bi)5 like whining feline in heat.
T Ie soprano sax whirls and calls

o ·cr the rest The next set is jazzIer: moving and grooving.
Pre-recorded voices caB over the
top of the almost dance-beat

peacefulness. Memman describes
sad ly how his "Dominque has
lied," which makes this song better
than the others.
The minute and a half song Rug
comes across as a poetic statement
by the ,SToup.. V,,!,a1ist, Gerardette
Bailey descritliS his dreams in this
powerful piece. The song "Rug"
goes into a descriptive detail of
color and rich imagination.
The song If It Kills Me And It
Will has a folk rock touch to it
Alternating betwce,n carefully
harmonized piano and wriggling
saxophone If It Kills Me And It
Will gives this CD a heart pacing
sound that the listen e r will
remember.

sound, some s ircnesque and
feminine while others are
authoritative. Big Brother is rappin~ mechanically, yet seductively
in a hypnotizing cadence while
rocking the audience gently with
the kind of music that makes a
person feel too cool to fool.
Now the excitement is boiling as
the '>and members of Bjork's band
star with the teU-tale notes of her
big hil, "Human Behavior." But
whe;e is she? Suddenly she prances '>ut, low to the ground all
around the stage like a mischie\ous little sprite. She plants
herself in the middle of the stage
and b.~lts o ut her first striking note.
She is a giant white triangle on
stage. Her dress is huge, starting
wide and wrinkled on the floor and
growing towards her body, tapering at the top into a Nehru-style
blousc. Her hair is in little pointed
sticky buns popping up unexpeetedly allover her head. This is not

15

your average plastic beauty.
She has a very unrefined girlish
nature,there's no doubt about that.
Or is it refmed? She has always
displayed these antics, even with
the Sugar CUbes. Marching,jerky,
sudden and abrupt, she evokes a
strange paganistic energy in the
midst of t.Cchnology.
Two drummers beat out her unusual rhythm s. One sometimes
plays the bongos. A very talented
flute player's riffs dance through
Bjork's own strange and complicated melodies. Two keyboard
players and a bassist create the
so und which is uniquely hers.
Many people say that the Sugar
Cubes' music was more complete,
but Bjork seems to be beyond this
phase and performs only songs
from her new album.
Suddenly, all is quiet as she calls
out a cappella, " I dive into the
ocean - this is my home." The
crowd is mesmerized. She is a
fawn-like elfin child who is slightly shy, then sometimes bursting
with aggression. Where does she
get that voice? Is she inspired by
aliens? This little girl from Iceland
creaLes a frozen moment.
She picks it up again with Big
Time Sensuality. The crowd goes
wild and though there is no dance
floor. people groove in the aisles.
A Rubenesque woman stands on a
chair and gyrates her hips, chubby
arms and inhibitions thrown overhead.
At the first encore, after introducing the band, timid little Bjork
calls out., "We're gonna play new
tunes now cuz we're finished with
the old ones." And she scurries
back to treat the audience with a
previously unheard song.
.
The second and last encore is
"Modem Things," like cars and
computers.
Bjork has a distinctive style QIld
a natural instinctive, yet seemingly
unpolished, talent. One has to
wonder what would happen if her
magic was harnessed and focused.
Would it extinguish the wood
nymph or empower the goddess?1

)
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News From the Border
By Jane Taylor McDonnell
Ticknor & Fields, 1993
376 pages
$21.95

Reviewed by Denine Zenere
51Q/f WrittJ"

News From the Border is a gripping account of Jane Taylor
McDonnell and her family's ex-

perience with autism. McDonnell
vividly depicts the struggles,
developments, behavior and
growth that her son Paul and Jane' s

family learned to endure and overcome.
McDonnell chronicles Paul's
life from his infancy through his
college years . She reflects on the
"sweet advances," but often turns
toward the on-going , day-to-day
struggles.
Paul is considered a "highfunctioning" autistic. He is able to

take college-level courses, drive a
car and have close friendships.

is a disorder which interferes with
their whole Ufe. It limits their s0cial abilities. It ean also limit their
progress in learning," writes Paul.
While some parts of the book
dragged on, it is very educational
for those who are unaware of what
autism is and how it can effect a
family.
News From the Borr/" is a very
honest book. It hasn' t been wriuen
to sell a million copies or to get
onto the New York Best Sellers
LisL It has been wriuen humbly to
inform, encourage and help the un·
aware public and scared families
dealing with autism.
McDonnell lets the world know
that you're not alone if you or your
family is coping with autism.
Paul states at the end of News
From the Border, HDon't give up
hope. Keep trying, because someday things might very well get
better for you. Just take one day at
a time and believe in yourself."

A Place at the Table
By Druce Dawer
Poseidon Press, 1993
269 pages
$21
Reviewed by Joy Veen
Stllff Writ"

homosexuality in the '90s. He explains in detail that being gay
fonn to any sub-culture. such as

ward,looking at his own life. while

anyone tell you differently.
One of the greatcst problems for
young gay males today is "coming
out of the closet" There arc two
challenges he must face when he

Don:

By Howard Blum
Simon and Schuster, 1993
349 pages
$23

doesn't mean that you have to con-

explaining his view of the world.
"Autism is a disorder which can
affect your whole perception of the
world. For some people, it can be
a crippling disability. For others, it

recording of Goui raging, "BDSI
him upl Putaroclrdin his pocket,"
seen as a ''problem." He comporea the jury found him innoceut of or·
homosexuality in the U.S. with deriog the shootiDa death of •
homosexuality in Deornark. the wayward union official. Gatti,
banIly
Netherlands and Norway. 1D tbeoe AKA, "The Teflon
countries, gay citizens are granted paid attention to the vcnIicL He
equal rights and are included in had !RdiC1ed the outoome, took
domestic partnership laws that bets on the odds and won. Of
allow gays to call and consider course, plying oII a juror _
their partners pan of their families. him an ace up his sleeve.
Hoinophobia has caused people
to believe that closet gays tend to
be molesters, such as the Boy
Scout leader who losthisjob when
his employer discovered his sexual
orientation. Bawer states hat
heterosexual
males have
pedophile tendencies as much as
homosexual males do.
Bawer also reviews many gay
movies. plays and sitcoms. He
believes that the e ntertainment
field tends to play into
heterosexuals' anxieties about
gays and never seems to give
homosexuals enough credit He
also believes that cenain talk
shows, such as the Oprah Winfrey
show and Donahue, tend to play
into heterosexuals' stereotypes.
The book goes into repetitive
Closely following John Goui's
detail with several different gay
issues. Though inform~uive . every move was the obsession of
Bawer tends to be a bit too one F.B.I. taskforee headed up by
opinionated. This book will help Bruce Mouw.
Mouw was convinced Ooui had
the individual that is trying to deal
friends in law enfortement who
with his homosexuality and feels
were aiding him with valuable inthat there is nowhere to tum. Unformation. It was this informant
fortunately, he barely even touches
mole that held the key to bringing
lesbian issues and their place at the
an end to 9otti's reign. Mouwand
table.
his men were thwarted at every
turn due to the mob's prior
Gangland
Another problem Baw... 1ICkhsses is that homosexuality is still

Howm BlUM

Homophobia has struck the
United States with a bang ever
since the AIDS epidemic came
into play. Gays were around long
before the epidemic began, as
Bruce Bawer states in his new
book, A Place aI/he Table.
A Place at the Table represents
a gay man's view on

being a drag queen, living in 8 gay
neighborhood or giving in to any
stereotypes. He states that you
should be yourself and not let

Paul writes a fascinating after-

makes his sexual orientation
public.
One challenge is
the
heterosexual mainstream society.
It is hard to open up to people when
you grow up in a society that
teaches that homosexuality is bad.
It takes a long time for young
males to confront the fact that they
are gay; for some, it can take a
lifetime. Many men get married,
have kids and live a heterosexual
lifestyle for years. Only to cheat
and lie.to their loved ones and end
up in 8 no--win situation.
The other challenge is figuring
out whether or not a person wants
to give into the gay sub-culture.
Many gays feel that to be gay
means that they must live a gay
life. which may not necessarily be
true. In fac~ if a gay male falls into
this subeulture, he might disillusion himself as well as give up
valuable friends and family.
If a gay male has gone public
about his sexual orientation and
has been rejected by his peers,
family or . colleagues, he might

begin to conform to what he feels
is a gay lifestyle. Bawer believes
that this might help with the fear
the loneliness the individual might
feel, but he is angered by the fact
that these young gay males
"should" turn to this subeulture.

THE DANCE CENTER OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE
& THE NATIONAL PERFORMANCE NETWORK
PRESENT

knowledge.
In detailed description, Blum
recorda the inner worItinp of ..

F.B.I. inv!!Sugatioo: the interviewing, the stake-oots, the wi.relappjpa
and video surveillance, the 1001
Reviewed By Geoff Akbu
hours, the high stakes, the c!epea.
StaffWriW
sion an4 betrayal.
.
The good guys win in the ·ead '
1D his book, Gangland, Howard
Blum tails the F.B.I. as they in- when Mouw discov... his mole
filtrate the seedy underworld of and plugs his hole while the bad
convicted mob Godfather, 10hn guys start dividing and ICatifyiDg
Goui. In doing so, he has wriuen a against each other to sa"" their
gripping saga of good guys against own souls.
Howard Blum's G""I""'" is ..
goodfellas, bringing us along for
interesting behind the scenes loot
the debriefmg.
The book opens with Goui's into organized crime and the men
slippery - smooth escape from jus- who are set on ending iL
tice in the courts. Despite a tape
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